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Welcome 
It is our pleasure to welcome you to the 27th Annual Conference of the International 
Association for Forensic Phonetics and Acoustics at the University of Huddersfield. The 
Department of Linguistics and Modern Languages is delighted to host this year’s conference 
in the newly built Oastler Building on the University of Huddersfield campus. We have one of 
our biggest programmes to date with 23 talks and 33 posters being presented. Our delegates 
come from over 15 countries, and across 4 continents. 

This year’s conference remains traditional in respect to the usual IAFPA format, while seeing 
the addition of a special panel session on the Future of the Field presented by early career 
researchers/practitioners, and a Plenary Talk by Dr Anna Williams on Forensic Anthropology 
and Taphonomy Facilities. We are also pleased to provide a free one-day satellite workshop on 
Data Sharing following IAFPA 2018, facilitated by the ESRC-funded WYRED project. The 
workshop will include talks by Dr Kirsty McDougall, Dr Vincent Hughes, Dr Jessica Wormald, 
and Professor Jane Stuart-Smith. The workshop with also facilitate two discussion sessions on 
(i) obstacles facing data sharing and (ii) possible solutions for sharing data.

In an effort to celebrate all that is (West) Yorkshire, our Sunday reception will take place at the 
Lawrence Batley Theatre in Huddersfield, followed by a cultural event on the Monday that 
looks at audio archives of West Yorkshire speech and a Yorkshire dialect quiz. On Tuesday we 
are holding the annual conference dinner at the famous Yorkshire Sculpture Park. 

We would like to thank Alex Heywood, Department of Linguistics and Modern Languages, 
Lucy Jackson, Selina Sutton, Fallon Conroy, Valeriya Robinson, and the Scientific Committee 
for their assistance with organisation. 

We hope you enjoy this year’s conference. 

The IAFPA 2018 Local Organising Committee 

• Dr Erica Gold
• Kate Earnshaw
• Sula Ross
• Hazel Price

Scientific Committee 

• David van der Vloed
• Erica Gold
• Finnian Kelly
• Katherine Earnshaw
• Kirsty McDougall
• Michael Jessen
• Radek Skarnitzl
• Richard Rhodes
• Sula Ross
• Vica Papp
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Information 
Internet Access 

You should have automatic internet access if you use the Eduroam system (which 
most universities do). Connect via your usual university username and password. 

There is also a free Sky WiFi Roaming Service accessible both in the town and 
on campus, called Sky WiFi_Guest. You will need to create a Sky Cloud account 
if you do not have one already. See https://service.thecloud.net/service-
platform/terms-and-conditions/ for information about the free Sky Wi-Fi service. 

If you have any trouble with the above options, please collect a temporary login 
to the University of Huddersfield Wi-Fi network from one of the conference 
organisers. 

 

Student Prize Competitors 

There will be a best student paper award. The criteria for participation are: 

• The first author is a student, i.e. registered for a Bachelors/Masters/PhD. 
• The first author presents his/her presentation or poster in person. 
• The majority of the work presented has been done by the student. 

Note: being a student member of IAFPA is not a requirement. All papers listed in 
the programme that are marked with a * are eligible for the Best Student Paper 
Award. The winner of this prize wins free registration for next year's IAFPA 
conference. 
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SUNDAY – 29 July 2018 
18.00-21.00 Welcome Reception at Lawrence Batley Theatre (Welcome drinks, nibbles and registration) 

The conference will take place in the Oastler Building in rooms OA4/01 &OA4/02

MONDAY - 30 July 2018 
9.00-9.20 Registration 

9.20-9.50 Welcome and Introduction 

Chair: Radek Skarnitzl 

9.50-10.10 
Comparing Apples with Apples, Apples with Oranges and Apples with Apples and Oranges: the Effects of (Mis)matching 
Reference Population Accents in ASR Speaker Comparisons 

Peter French, Philip Harrison, Vincent Hughes, Dominic Watt, Carmen Llamas, Almut Braun and Duncan Robertson 

10.10-10.30 Assessing different levels of evidence in forensic speaker comparison 

Richard Rhodes and Vincent Hughes 

10.30-10.50 Applying Disfluency Analysis in Forensic Speaker Comparison Casework 

Kirsty McDougall, Richard Rhodes, Martin Duckworth, Peter French, Christin Kirchhübel and Jessica Wormald 

10.50-11.10 Case report: Constructing a voice line-up in a case with multiple ear-witnesses 
Jos Vermeulen 

11.10-11.40 Break 

Chair: Phil Harrison 

11.40-12.00 NFI-FRIDA – Forensically Realistic Inter-Device Audio database and initial experiments 

David van der Vloed, Jos Bouten, Finnian Kelly and Anil Alexander 
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12.00-12.20 Speaker recognition system adaptation to unseen and mismatched recording devices in the NFI-FRIDA database 
Finnian Kelly, Anil Alexander, Oscar Forth and David van der Vloed 

12.20-13.30 Lunch 

Chair: Volker Dellwo 

13.30-13.50 Does a token’s linguistic context affect its speaker-dependent information? 

Willemijn Heeren 

13.50-14.10 Variation in nasal consonants in multilingual speakers 
Núria Gavaldà 

14.10-14.30 
Transferability of Non-lexical Hesitation Markers Across Languages: Evidence from te reo Māori-English
Bilinguals 
Sidney Gig-Jan Wong and Viktoria Papp 

14.30-14.45 Break 

14.45-15.45 Student Poster Session 

Chair: Erica Gold 

15.45-17.15 
Panel Discussion Session 

Future of the Field 

Willemijn Heeren, Vincent Hughes, Finnian Kelly, Christin Kirchhübel and David van de Vloed 

18.00-19.00 Activity - Heritage Quay (Huddersfield Campus) 
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TUESDAY - 31 July 2018 
Chair: Dominic Watt 

9.00-9.20 Voice Quality of Hesitations: Acoustic Measures and VPA ratings  

Amanda Cardoso, Paul Foulkes, Peter French, Philip Harrison, Vince Hughes, Colleen Kavanagh, and Eugenia San Segundo 

9.20-9.40 *Do the acoustics support the perception? The example of breathy voice

Katharina Klug, Christin Kirchhübel, Peter French, and Paul Foulkes 

9.40-10.00 Development of a modified VPA protocol for Chinese speakers in Forensic Speaker Comparison 
Kang Jintao, Li Jingyang, Wang Li, and Wang Xiaodi 

10.00-10.15 Break 

10.15-11.15 Poster Session 

Chair: Anna Bartle 

11.15-11.35 *Assessing the abilities of phonetically untrained listeners to determine pitch and speaker accent in unfamiliar voices 

James Tompkinson and Dominic Watt 

11.35-11.55 "You are one of us" : use of electronic gender disguise within a close network 

Vicky Watson and Vica Papp 

11.55-12.15 *Between-speaker variability in intensity dynamics: the case of Thai 
Yu Zhang, Lei He, Karnthida Kerdpol and Volker Dellwo 

12.15-13.30 Lunch 
Chair: Sula Ross 

13.30-14.30 

Plenary Speaker 
Forensic Anthropology and Human Taphonomy Facilities 
Anna Williams 
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Chair: Núria Gavaldà 

14.30-14.50 *Investigating Bradford speakers' ability to imitate a SSBE accent: Implications for forensic phonetics 

Lucy Jackson and Erica Gold 

14.50-15.10 Between-speaker variability in first formant dynamics 
Lei He and Volker Dellwo 

15.10-16.30 AGM 

17.30 Conference Dinner - Coach From University to Yorkshire Sculpture Park 

WEDNESDAY - 1 August 2018 
 

Chair: Kate Earnshaw 

10.00-10.20 How and why to test lexicon in LADO for Arabic 

Christopher Lucas and Hanadi Ismail 

10.20-10.40 Challenges in Speaker Recognition: Impact of Mismatch due to Nonlinear Waveform Clipping and Scream Vocalization 
John H.L. Hansen 

10.40-11.10 Break 

Chair: Georgina Brown 

11.10-11.30 A speaker comparison method based on GMM-DNN 

Li Jingyang, Kang Jintao, Wang Li, Wang Xiaodi and Wu Jin 

11.30-11.50 Evaluation of Batvox 3.1 under conditions reflecting those of a forensic voice comparison case (forensic_eval_01) 

Cuiling Zhang and Chang Tang 
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11.50-12.10 Estimating the Good, the Bad and the Ugly in Speech Recordings 

Alankar Atreya, Oscar Forth, Samuel Kent, Finnian Kelly and Anil Alexander 

12.10-12.30 Automatic speaker recognition with whispered speech: global and per-speaker effects 
Finnian Kelly and John H. L. Hansen 

12.30-12.45 Closing 

14.45-15.45 Student Poster Session (Monday 30th) 

1 *The speaker-dependency of features of hesitation markers in Dutch spontaneous phone conversations

Marit Bon, Willemijn Heeren and David van der Vloed 

2 *Foreign accents in German: Hungarian

Noémi Fekete 

3 *Foreign accents in German: Russian

Marina Frank 

4 Three-dimensional vocal tract modelling for forensic phonetics applications 

Amelia Gully and Damian Murphy 

5 *Acoustic cues of remorse in the voice

Francesca Hippey 

6 *Language analysis in the asylum context: towards more robust and transparent procedures for LADO

Jim Hoskin 

7 *The relationship between voice and face recognition: The search for Super-Voice-Recognisers

Ryan Jenkins 
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8 Forensically realistic database collection in Canada

Colleen Kavanagh and Peter Milne 

9 *Exploring Solutions to ‘The Weak Evidence Effect’ in Forensic Speaker Comparison Casework

Elliott Land 

10 *One Population, Two Languages: How Does Language Choice Affect /s/peaker Di/s/crimination

Justin J H Lo 

11 Foreign accents in German: Romanian

Beeke Muhlack and Gea de Jong-Lendle 

12 *Description of voices by naïve listeners: Does guided instruction help?

Tereza Průchová, Alžběta Růžičková and Radek Skarnitzl 

13 *Comparing like, yeah with lyke, yeah? Using the phonetics of interactional features as speaker discriminants

Ben Reid 

14 *Speaker-specificity of Dutch fricative /s/ in spontaneous telephone speech

Laura Smorenburg and Willemijn Heeren 

15 *Performance of a formant-based speaker comparison system using GSM recordings with high levels of background noise

Alex Stephenson 

16 *A preliminary investigation of speaker randomisation in likelihood-ratio based forensic voice comparison

Bruce Xiao Wang, Vincent Hughes and Paul Foulkes 

17 *Foreign accents in German: Polish

Franka Zebe 
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10.15-11.15 Poster Session (Tuesday 31st) – includes non-student Work In Progress posters

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

An approach to audio enhancement validation

Anna Bartle, Matthew Eardley, Craig Hargreaves, Philip Harrison, Adam Kaplan, Richard Rhodes and Chris Smith. 

F0 as a function of vocal effort – results obtained from the ShoutingCorpus

Eddy B Brixen 

An Analysis of the Application of Forensic Phonetics in Beijing and Shanghai Courts: a Preliminary Study

Honglin Cao and Tiezhen Ding 

The Reforming Forensic Phonetics in China is not a Mystery

Honglin Cao, Jingyang Li and Yinglin Wang 

Sociophonetic Variation in Canadian Voices, Dialects, and Languages, Part 1: F0

Paul De Decker and Colleen Kavanagh 

Hauptmann and McGehee revisited

Gea de Jong-Lendle 

Between-speaker intonation variability in tone and non-tone languages

Volker Dellwo, Karnthida Kerdpol and Mathias Jenny 

F2 and F3 covariance as evidence of speaker identity
Sandra Disner and Andrés Benítez

Electronically disguised voice: a preliminary study using intensity-based rhythm measures
Lei He, Elisa Pellegrino, Thayabaran Kathiresan, Andrea Fröhlich and Volker Dellwo

The individual and the system: assessing the stability of the output of a semi-automatic forensic voice comparison system
Vincent Hughes, Philip Harrison, Paul Foulkes and Peter French
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11

12

13

14

Distribution of Voice Quality Features in German – Preliminary Results

Katharina Kluge, Magdalena Müller, Cornelia Dubielzig, Christoph Meinerz and Herbert Masthoff 

Filled pauses as forensic parameters: Individual and cross-accent variation in Czech

Tomáš Nechanský and Radek Skarnitzl 

Developing a procedure for eliciting accurate, detailed, and consistent forensic voice descriptions from lay witnesses

Harriet Smith, Natalie Braber, Jeremy Robson, David Wright and Sarah Kelly 

A study on the slopes of intensity of Chinese twins’ speech

Jun-jie Yang, Lei He, Yaomin Hu and Liwen Jia 

Perceptual cues relevant to identification of female Russian speakers drug-intoxication
Rodmonga Potapova, Tatiana Agibalova, Nikolay Bobrov, Natalya Zabello, Anastasia Yurashko, Ekaterina Migunova15
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Keynote Talk 

Forensic Anthropology and Human Taphonomy Facilities 

This illustrated talk will give a brief overview to the discipline of Forensic Anthropology, what 
Forensic Anthropologists actually do and how they contribute to forensic investigations. It will 
describe the type of information that Forensic Anthropologists can provide for a criminal 
investigation, and what sort of problems they encounter with their evidence. It will then discuss 
the use of Human Taphonomy Facilities to improve the accuracy and reliability of post-mortem 
interval estimations and identification of unknown individuals, and discuss the campaign to 
establish the first Human Taphonomy Facility in the UK. This presentation contains graphic 
images of human and porcine carcasses. 

Bio 
Dr Anna Williams is Principal Enterprise Fellow (Associate Professor/Reader) in Forensic 
Anthropology at the University of Huddersfield, UK. She specialises in forensic taphonomy 
research and is leading the campaign to open the first Human Taphonomy Facility in the UK. 
She is Deputy Director of the Secure Societies Institute. Anna gained her undergraduate degree 
in Archaeology and Anthropology at Oxford University; MSc in Forensic Anthropology from 
Bradford University; and PhD in Forensic Anthropology from Sheffield University. She did 
post-doctoral research at Cranfield University and was Lecturer in Forensic Anthropology for 
nine years, before joining the University of Huddersfield as Senior Lecturer in 2013. She was 
promoted to Principal Enterprise Fellow in 2015. Anna is an experienced Forensic 
Anthropologist, with considerable case work experience. She regularly undertakes consultancy 
work for national police forces, Forensic Engineering Solutions and Kenyon International 
Emergency Services. She is a Fellow of the Higher Education Academy, a Fellow of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute and a Fellow of the Institute for Civil Protection and Emergency 
Planning. She is a Professional Member of the Chartered Society of Forensic Sciences; a 
member of the British Association of Forensic Anthropologists, the British Association of 
Human Identification, the British Association of Biological Anthropologists and 
Osteoarchaeologists, and an Associate Member of the American Academy of Forensic 
Sciences. Anna is passionate about science communication. In 2014. Anna was awarded a 
British Science Association Media Fellowship and has presented at the Royal Society Summer 
Science Exhibition, the British Science Festival and the Royal Institution. She also regularly 
advises for TV shows, including Silent Witness; Bones and Rosewood. 
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Panel Discussion Session 

 

The Future of the Field 
What will forensic speech science look like in the next 10-20 years? 

 
Forensic speech science has grown tremendously in the last 10-20 years. New generations of 
speech scientists are joining the field every year, and with that has come fresh ideas and 
different perspectives. But what does the next 10-20 years hold for forensic speech science? 
 
It is our pleasure to host a special panel session at the 27th Annual IAFPA– The Future of the 
Field, that will hear from some of today’s brightest and most promising early career researchers 
(and/or practitioners) in the field.  All five of our invited panel members have shown research 
excellence in different aspects of forensic speech science, so who better to ask about the future, 
than some of the future leaders themselves. 
 
Each of the five panel members will give a 10-15 minute presentation, which will be followed 
by a short discussion/question time. Our panel session includes talks by: 
 
 Finnian Kelly - Oxford Wave Research & University of Texas at Dallas 
 
 Willemijn Heeren - Leiden University & Netherlands Forensic Institute 
 
 David van de Vloed - Netherlands Forensic Institute 
 
 Vincent Hughes - University of York 
 
 Christin Kirchhübel - J P French Associates & University of York 
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Oral Presentations 
Abstracts are presented in the running order of the programme. 
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Comparing Apples with Apples, Apples with Oranges and 

Apples with Apples and Oranges: the Effects of (Mis)matching 

Reference Population Accents in ASR Speaker Comparisons  

Peter French1,2, Philip Harrison1,2, Vincent Hughes1, Dominic Watt1, Carmen 
Llamas1, Almut Braun1, Duncan Robertson1 

1University of York, UK. 
{peter.french|vincent.hughes|dominic.watt|carmen.llamas|almut.braun| 

duncan.robinson}@york.ac.uk 
2J P French Associates, York, UK. 
philip.harrison@jpfrench.com 

Background 

In using an automatic speaker recognition (ASR) system for forensic speaker comparison 
casework, it is generally recognised that, in addition to comparing the questioned recording with that 
of a suspect to determine similarity, the questioned sample should also be compared against a 
reference population of speakers to assess the typicality of the speaker model.  It has been asserted 
that the reference population should be matched in terms of accent with that of the questioned sample 
(Morrison, Enzinger & Zhang, 2016; Morrison, 2018,). However, there has been little research to date 
to provide empirical substantiation - or otherwise – of this claim.  While Hughes and Foulkes (2017) 
show that the results of comparisons expressed as likelihood ratios (LRs) can shift quite radically by 
varying reference population accents, their study utilised a vowel formant-based method. In contrast, 
most ASR systems use a mel frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) analysis that represents the entire 
spectrum of all elements within the speech signal, rather than just the spectral peaks of vocalic 
segments.  Whilst showing that speaker comparison LR results are somewhat sensitive to reference 
population accent composition, the very little MFCC-based ASR research undertaken on varying the 
accents in reference populations (French and Harrison, 2009; Moreno et al, 2006) has indicated that 
the effects may not be that great, but more systematic research is needed.    

The issue of whether a reference population should be matched for accent with the questioned 
recording is very important for casework, particularly for cases arising from countries such as the UK 
where there are high levels of regional variation.  If there were to be a strong empirical case for closely 
matching the reference population with the questioned sample, one might need to create a bespoke 
reference set for each and every case that arose, and the time and costs involved would be 
prohibitively large.  On the other hand, if the accent make-up of the reference population were shown 
empirically to have little material effect on the outcomes of comparisons, this could provide grounds 
for greatly reducing the number of reference populations needed for casework, e.g. to those matched 
for gender only.    

Aim 

An aim of the TUULS1 project is to undertake a systematic and controlled assessment of whether 
and how varying the accents represented in a reference population used in an MFCC-based ASR 
system influences the results.   

Two stages of testing designed to address this question are in progress. 

1  The Use and Utility of Localised Speech Forms in Determining Identity (TUULS): Forensic and sociophonetic 
perspectives. Economic and Social Research Council grant number ES/M010783/1.  
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Data 

The data for both stages have been selected to reflect two very different varieties of English and 
comprise:    

• studio recordings of unscripted speech from 100 young male speakers (aged 18 – 21 years) of
standard southern British English (SSBE) from task 2 of the DyViS corpus (Nolan et al, 2009),
i.e. speaking over telephone lines, but recorded directly at the near end of the line;

• studio recordings of unscripted speech from 60 TUULS corpus male speakers (aged 18 – 65
years) of North Eastern English (NEE) - 20 from each of Middlesbrough, Sunderland and
Newcastle.

Test Stage One 

The SSBE and NEE recordings are edited to provide 2 minute speech samples for each person. 
These are then processed within the Nuance Forensics ASR to produce an individual MFCC derived 
model. Distance scores based on the models are obtained by comparing each speaker with each other 
speaker, thus allowing us to address the following questions:  

• are the distance scores within the 3 localities represented in NEE speaker groups smaller than
those across the NEE locality groups?

• are the distance scores within the NEE group overall (3 localities taken together) smaller than
those between this group and the SSBE group?

By addressing these questions, we are able to evaluate the influence of accent on MFCC-based 
models and to make an initial assessment of the necessity or otherwise of matching the accent of the 
reference population to that of the suspect in undertaking ASR system comparisons in forensic 
casework.  

Test Stage Two 

This set of experiments entails dividing each individual recording in half in order to provide 2 
one-minute samples per speaker. Each half is compared with its other half - same speaker comparisons 
(SS) - and with all other speakers from both the DyViS and TUULS corpora – different speaker 
comparisons (DS). LRs will be calculated for each SS and DS comparison using 4 different reference 
populations made up of the following speaker groups, i.e.:  

• a population of speakers from the same locality within the North East;

• a population of speakers from the 3 North East localities pooled together;

• a population of SSBE speakers;

• a mixed population of NEE and SSBE speakers.

Although the MFCC speaker models and distance scores will, as in Stage One, be generated within 
Nuance Forensics software, for flexibility and ease of processing the computations of the LRs are 
being undertaken in Matlab.  
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This second stage of testing allows us to address more directly the actual end-effects of having 
accent-matched, accent-mismatched and mixed reference populations of speakers for forensic speaker 
comparison casework using an MFCC-based ASR system.  
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Assessing different levels of evidence in forensic speaker 

comparison  

Richard Rhodes
1,2

, Vincent Hughes
2

J P French Associates
1
 & Dept. of Language & Linguistic Science, University of York, UK

2

{richard.rhodes|vincent.hughes}@york.ac.uk 

This paper concerns the debate about the distinction between observations and propositions in 

forensic inference. Observations about group-level characteristics are commonly used to form 

a defence proposition, such as the underlined characteristics in the following Hd: ‘the criminal 

speaker was not the defendant, but was another young adult male speaker of Manchester 

English’. The inclusion in propositions of these types of group-level characteristics is 

problematic for Hicks et al (2015, 2017), as the observations may have evidential value and 

should therefore be assessed by the expert, not left to the court to interpret. Morrison et al 

(2016, 2017), however, claim that it is entirely necessary for the expert to use these judgements 

within propositions in order to make accurate and reliable voice comparisons, leaving the court 

to infer the value of such observations. 

We are of the view that group-level observations which can be drawn from the offender sample 

will have evidential value in the vast majority of forensic voice comparison cases, and that such 

observations should not necessarily be restricted to broadly-defined regional background and 

sex. We argue that the value of this group-level evidence must be determined by the expert, not 

lay people, and should therefore be incorporated in some way into the expert’s analysis and 

conclusion. We therefore propose a model for interpreting voice evidence based on two 

levels: (1) group-level evidence, and (2) individual-level evidence. The two rely on different 

underlying assumptions, and the group-level observations can be used to inform the 

individual-level propositions. However, for the sake of interpretability, it is probably 

preferable to present only one combined conclusion to the end user. We discuss these issues in 

greater depth in a recent Science & Justice paper (Hughes & Rhodes, 2018). 

We intend that the notion of ‘levels of evidence’ will become the default framework for 

conceptualising voice evidence, rather than the status quo, where most experts only consider 

and report on individual-level (2) evidence. However, the implementation of this framework 

will necessarily be different in every case and will depend on the availability of relevant data; 

we therefore propose this as a way of thinking about voice evidence, and not a rigid structure in 

which conclusions should be presented (i.e. this does not preclude making inferences or 

presenting conclusions in the different ways currently found in forensic speech laboratories).  

We discuss example cases which illustrate these issues, including: a ‘typical’ speaker 

comparison case, cases where group-level evidence might provide the most useful evidence, or 

where group- and individual-level evidence offer contrasting results. These cases demonstrate 

that each case is unique, requiring the forensic scientist to be able to respond to relevant 

information using different sets of propositions, and that there are outstanding questions about 

how this type of evidence should be framed and presented to the wide range of users of a 

forensic report. We reiterate that in providing conclusions, the forensic expert must 

acknowledge that the value of the evidence is dependent on a number of assumptions 

(propositions and background information) and these assumptions must be made clear and 

explicit to the user. How best to achieve this, however, is a question which demands much 

more attention than it receives.  
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Applying Disfluency Analysis in Forensic Speaker Comparison 

Casework 

Kirsty McDougall1, Richard Rhodes2, Martin Duckworth3, Peter French2, 

Christin Kirchhübel2 and Jessica Wormald2 
1University of Cambridge, UK 

kem37@cam.ac.uk 
2J.P.French Associates and University of York, UK 

richard.rhodes|peter.french|christin.kirchhubel| 

jessica.wormald@jpfrench.com 
3Independent Researcher, UK 

martinsduckworth@gmail.com 

Although listeners do not tend to notice when the speech of a normally fluent speaker contains per-
turbations to the flow of an utterance, normally fluent speakers are not perfectly fluent. Interruptions 
originating with the speaker such as filled and silent pauses, repetition, prolongations and changes to 
the topic of speech all occur in the speech of normally fluent speakers. Such disfluency features are 
of great potential interest in forensic phonetics since they occur with differing frequencies and with 
different relative proportions from speaker to speaker. However, their application in forensic case-
work has until recently been subject to ad hoc description rather than analysis within a formal system 
of categories. Analysis of speakers’ disfluency profiles taps into a rather different aspect of speech 
output than many of the phonetic features typically analysed in a forensic speaker comparison case 
such as fundamental frequency and formant frequencies of vowels which can be directly related to 
the dimensions of a speaker’s anatomy. By contrast, disfluency features are behavior-related: they 
are likely to be involved in speech planning and are difficult or perhaps impossible to control con-
sciously. Further, disfluency features are not unduly affected by compromises in spectral information 
as is often the situation for casework recordings made over the telephone or in noisy conditions, for 
example.  

In McDougall and Duckworth (2017b) an approach for analysing individual speakers’ disfluency 
behavior using TOFFA ‘Taxonomy of Fluency features for Forensic Analysis’ is outlined. This work 
includes careful definition and exemplification of the set of disfluency feature categories outlined in 
Table 1 below. 

Table 1. TOFFA categories of disfluency features. 

Main category Subcategories and examples Label 

Filled pause - er
- erm
- others, e.g. ah

[er] 
[erm] 
[fpo] 

Silent pause - ‘grammatical’
- ‘other’

[pg] 
[po] 

Repetition - part-word
on the road I park my car th-there’s
- whole word
but she- she’s also
- phrase
on your-on your left there’s a reservoir
- multiple (i.e. more than 2 iterations)
a hairdresser at the- at the- at the- at the-

[pwr] 

[wrep] 

[prep] 

[mrep] 
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Prolongation (duration ≥ 200 msecs) 
- vocalic, e.g. vowel, nasal, lateral
- fricative
- plosive closure duration or affricate closure or
release duration

[prov] 
[prof] 

[prop] 

Interruption (speaker interrupts self and discontinues the utter-
ance, or continues with a modification) 
- phrase
pighty road which- and then then you …
- word
I th- I probably recognise like the bar lady

[pint] 

[wint] 

The study demonstrates extensive speaker-specificity in the disfluency profiles of twenty male speak-
ers of Standard Southern British English from the DyViS database (Nolan, McDougall, de Jong and 
Hudson 2009). McDougall, Duckworth and Hudson (2015) have also used this approach to illustrate 
marked individual variation in the production of these disfluency features in York English. The 
speaker data analysed in the two studies above are taken from forensically-motivated research data-
bases which emulate casework situations, but which were recorded in relatively ideal conditions. 

Analysts at J.P. French Associates have been applying the TOFFA framework to characterise disflu-
ency usage in forensic speaker comparison cases for the past three years. In the present paper we 
illustrate the use of this approach in practice, using a number of example cases where analysis of 
disfluencies was of key importance. We outline some of the issues and developments we have expe-
rienced in its application. For example, the original schema was implemented using a syllable-ratio 
base, which requires a detailed annotation of all syllables in each recording; following recommenda-
tions made on the basis of casework experience, a time-ratio base was explored and found to perform 
equally well at discriminating speakers whilst being much more time-effective (McDougall and 
Duckworth 2017a). We will also address some of the limitations of when the framework can be em-
ployed, such as requirements concerning sample and utterance durations, and the degree to which 
speaking styles, situations and other factors are matched between recordings. Our view is that when 
it can be implemented, systematic disfluency analysis is a valuable tool in the forensic phonetician’s 
toolkit, and one which complements other types of analysis well. 
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Case report: Constructing a voice line-up in a case with
multiple ear-witnesses

Jos Vermeulen
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Over a period of about a year several young women reported to the police that a man threatened
them in the early hours of the night. The victims were approached from behind by a man who had
covered his face or forced them not to look behind. Some victims were hit, others were forced to
undress themselves and give money.

Based on the victims’ statements, each of the relevant criteria (duration and nature of the speech
heard,  conditions,  voice  disguise,  retention  time  etc)  were  studied  to  estimate  the  chance  of  a
successful voice line-up. We concluded that in six cases the prognosis was good enough for a voice
line-up. 

From the  statements  of  the  six  ear-witnesses  we formulated  a  voice  profile  of  the  perpetrator.
Because description of a voice is not straightforward and often unreliable, it was expected that the
descriptions of the ear-witnesses would show differences. We will present the decisions we had to
make. 
A profile of the suspect was taken from the recording of a police interview. We selected fragments
with  good  intelligibility  that  showed  variation  from  quiet  conversation  up  to  more  animated
utterances.  The selection and recording of the foils  is  a  debated issue.  We found literature and
guidelines that foils should be modeled on the suspect. However, other guidelines state that the
profile of the perpetrator should be used as an outline. In this case, we took both the perpetrator’s
profile (as described by the witnesses) and the suspect’s profile into account.

Fourteen possible foils were recorded in the same conditions as the suspect’s police interview. A
line-up with six foils  was put  together  and evaluated with young women with the same native
language as the ear-witnesses. They were informed about the nature of the case. None of them
mentioned a fragment as possibly related to the case. Afterwards, one foil was replaced because of
regional speech aspects. A counter-expert was also asked to listen to the line-up and later received
more information about the criteria of the foils and the procedure of the test listeners. The counter-
expert concluded that the line-up could be used.

The line-up was presented to the six victims in different orders by police officers who did not know
anything about  the case  and the  position of  the  suspect  in  the  line-up.  The presentations  were
recorded on video and studied later. 

Our interpretation was based on verbal and non-verbal reactions of the witnesses:
- Four positive reactions related to the fragment with the suspect
- Two witnesses gave no reaction and reported that they did not know whether the voice of the

perpetrator was in the line-up
- None of the witnesses made an identification of a foil
- None of the witnesses stated that the voice of the perpetrator is not in the line-up
- None of the witnesses mentioned that the line-up did not fit with the voice of the perpetrator
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FRIDA is a new database of forensically-relevant speech recordings that were acquired 
simultaneously by multiple recording devices. Many forensically-relevant databases have been 
collected in recent years, including those by Ramos et al, (2008), Nolan et al (2009), Becker, (2012) 
and more. In Dutch, only NFI-FRITS (van der Vloed et al, 2014), which had a precursor in the NFI-
TNO database (van Leeuwen, Bouten, 2004), has been collected up to now. For conditions other 
than telephone therefore, there was no forensically-relevant data available for Dutch. With FRIDA, 
we hope to fill that omission.  

Outline of the database 

250 speakers were recorded in 16 sessions of approximately 5 minutes each. The sessions were 
recorded over 2 days at least a week apart, with 8 sessions per day. All sessions consist of 
spontaneous telephone conversations with another participant, recorded across multiple recording 
devices simultaneously, as detailed in Table 1. Per-speaker, this amounts to an approximate gross 
speech duration of 80 minutes and an approximate gross recording duration of 6 hours. All speakers 
are lower educated, male L1 speakers of Dutch from Amsterdam. The speakers’ backgrounds are 
native Dutch (50%), Turkish immigrant (25%) and Moroccan immigrant (25%). 80% of the 
speakers are between 18 and 35 years of age, 20% are older. 

Table 1. Sessions per-day per-participant 

Session Recording 
location 

Background Telephone 
used 

Recording 
devices 

1 Indoor Clean Nokia 1280 1,2,3,4,5,6 
2 Indoor Clean iPhone 4 1,2,3,4,5,6 
3 Indoor Noise Nokia 1280 1,2,3,4,5,6 
4 Indoor Noise iPhone 4 1,2,3,4,5,6 
5 Outdoor Calm Nokia 1280 1,5,6 
6 Outdoor Calm iPhone 4 1,5,6 
7 Outdoor Busy street Nokia 1280 1,5,6 
8 Outdoor Busy street iPhone 4 1,5,6 

The recording devices are: (1) Shure WH20 HQ headset, (2) Shure SM58 Microphone close to the 
speaker, (3) AKG C400BL Microphone close to the speaker, (4) Shure SM58 Microphone at a 4 
meter distance, (5) telephone intercept, (6) iPhone video at a 1 meter distance. Recording device (1) 
was chosen to provide a high quality recording of the speech; the other recording devices were 
chosen to reflect a wide variety of forensic conditions, including police interviews with 
reverberation or noise, intercepted telephone recordings, and, after appropriate processing, 
YouTube videos. The telephone recording (5) is a recording of telephone-transmitted speech, the 
others are direct microphone recordings. 
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The database is currently being transcribed, with the aim of completing this task by the end of 2018. 
The transcriptions are orthographic, using a protocol based on the one used in the Spoken Dutch 
Corpus (Goedertier & Goddijn, 2000) and are stored in Praat TextGrids (Boersma & Weenink, 
2018). Transcriptions are based on the recordings from device 1, but are valid for all other 
(simultaneous) recordings in the same session. 

Use of the database 

The database provides a resource for validation research of mismatched recording conditions. It 
also provides reference population or training material for casework using (semi-)automatic 
methods. Furthermore, the transcriptions open up the database for validation research on specific 
speech features. They allow for edits of the speech recordings, and make them suitable for broader 
use, e.g. testing and training automatic speech-to-text systems. The transcriptions contain a lot of 
street language and language associated with young people and are a great resource for 
contemporary spoken Dutch. 

Initial experiments 

Initial speaker recognition experiments in matched conditions were completed using iVOCALISE 
2017B (Alexander et al., 2016). In each experiment, 2 (indoor, clean) recordings from the same 
device were extracted for each of 40 speakers. The speech/non-speech temporal information from 
the transcriptions was used to remove non-speech segments, resulting in 59 to 253 seconds of net 
speech. The resulting error metrics, obtained using Bio-Metrics software, are shown in Table 2. 
Subsequent analysis in another contribution to this conference (Kelly et al, 2018) will consider the 
effect of mismatched conditions, and explore the use of additional FRIDA data to compensate for 
this mismatch. 

Table 2. Convex Hull Equal Error Rates (EER) and minimum log-likelihood ratio costs (Cllr-min) 
for a subset of matched comparisons on FRIDA. In each experiment, the number of same-speaker 
comparisons was 40, and the number of different-speaker comparisons was 1560. 

Suspect recordings Offender recordings EER% Cllr-min 

Shure WH20 HQ headset Shure WH20 HQ headset 0.86 0.017 
Shure SM58 close Shure SM58 close 0.12 0.002 

AKG C400BL close AKG C400BL close 1.29 0.030 
Shure SM58 far Shure SM58 far 6.47 0.171 

Intercepted telephone Intercepted telephone 3.12 0.077 
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Dealing with previously unseen or mismatched recording conditions between suspected 

speaker and questioned recordings poses a significant challenge in forensic automatic speaker 

recognition. FRIDA (van der Vloed et al., 2018) is a new database of forensically-realistic 

speech recordings that were acquired simultaneously by multiple recording devices. In this 

paper, we explore the effect of previously unseen and mismatched conditions, and propose a 

novel condition adaptation approach using only relatively small amounts of data from FRIDA 

in the unseen or mismatched conditions. We compare this approach with the more traditional 

reference (or score) normalisation for system adaptation. 

Speaker recognition experiments: baseline 

A subset of 40 speakers from FRIDA was used for testing. For each speaker, 3 (indoor, clean) 

close microphone recordings were compared against 1 (indoor, clean) recording from each of 

5 different devices using the i-vector-based VOCALISE 2017B (Alexander et al., 2016). In 

VOCALISE, trained models and their associated parameters are stored as ‘sessions’. Pre-

trained and optimised models are provided with VOCALISE in the form of ‘built-in’ 

sessions. The user can also create custom sessions, either by adapting an existing session with 

supplementary data, or ‘from-scratch’, using exclusively their own data. Two built-in models 

were used for the experiments here – one trained on telephony only, and another ‘general’ 

session, trained on recordings from a wide variety of devices and channels (including 

telephony). Prior to comparison, transcriptions of the recordings, in the form of Praat 

TextGrids (Boersma & Weenink, 2018), were used to remove non-speech segments, resulting 

in 59 to 278 seconds of net speech. The resulting performance metrics for each experiment, 

obtained using Bio-Metrics software, are shown in Figure 1 (‘baseline’). It can be observed 

that the general session outperforms the telephony-only session across all conditions. For 

both sessions, error rates increase in the presence of device mismatch. 

Speaker recognition experiments: adaptation 

A small subset of 15 speakers from FRIDA was used for system adaptation. For each 

speaker, 2 (indoor, clean) recordings from each of the 5 devices were extracted and the non-

speech regions were removed in the same way as the test data. There was no overlap in the 

test and adaptation speaker groups. We consider two approaches for using this additional set 

for system adaptation: reference normalisation and condition adaptation. 

A novel model-based approach to system adaptation supported in VOCALISE is condition 

adaptation. In this procedure, the recordings in the system adaptation set are used to update 

the internal LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) and PLDA (Probabilistic LDA) models in 

the VOCALISE session. This is achieved by extracting i-vectors for the new data, and using a 

weighted interpolation of the new i-vector and existing i-vector statistics to update the LDA 
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transformation matrix. All (new and existing) i-vectors are transformed with the updated 

LDA model and are then used to re-estimate the PLDA model. The baseline experiments 

were repeated, using the adaptation recordings from the suspect recording device and 

questioned recording device to apply condition adaptation. 

VOCALISE also supports ‘reference normalisation’ in the form of symmetric score 

normalisation (Shum et al. 2010). In this procedure, the suspect and questioned recordings in 

a test comparison are compared with all recordings in the system adaptation set, and the 

statistics of these scores are used to normalise the test comparison score The baseline 

experiments were repeated, using the adaptation recordings from the questioned recording 

device to apply reference normalisation.  

Referring to Figure 1, for all mismatched comparisons, there is an improvement in 

performance after either (or both) reference normalisation and condition adaptation. With the 

telephony-only session (Fig. 1, left), the cross-device improvements with adaptation are more 

dramatic compared to the general session (Fig. 1, right). This is expected, given the much 

wider diversity of recording devices represented in the general session training data. 

Condition adaptation outperforms reference normalisation in cross-channel mic-tel 

comparisons (d1-d5), while performance is varied across the other mismatched within-

channel mic-mic comparisons. Given the small number of speakers (15) used for condition 

adaptation, the improvements with the realistic FRIDA data are promising.  

Figure 1: Convex Hull Equal Error Rates (EERs) for cross-device comparisons using 

VOCALISE sessions trained on recordings from telephone only (left), and varied devices 

(right). Each ‘d’ denotes a recording device, where, d1: Shure WH20 HQ headset, d2: Shure 

SM58 close mic, d3: AKG C400BL close mic, d4: Shure SM58 far mic, d5: Intercepted 

telephone. Thus d1-d1 is a matched comparison, and the remainder are mismatched. In each 

case, the number of same-speaker comparisons was 120, and the number of different-speaker 

comparisons was 4680. Reference normalisation used 30 recordings from 15 speakers on 1 

device. Condition adaptation used 60 recordings from 15 speakers on 2 devices, with the 

exception of d1-d1, which used 30 recordings from 15 speakers on 1 device (d1). 
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Does a token’s linguistic context affect its speaker-dependent 
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A stressed syllable in English or Dutch typically has a longer duration, a higher intensity and a 
more canonical pronunciation than its unstressed counterpart (e.g., Fry, 1955; Sluijter and Van 
Heuven, 1996). When taking speech samples for background statistics, it matters how many speak-
ers are included (Kinoshita and Ishihara, 2014) and how many tokens are included per speaker 
(Hughes and Foulkes, 2014). It may further matter which linguistic contexts the tokens are sampled 
from: as different contexts impact acoustic forms, they may also influence the amount of speaker-
dependent information contained by a token. McDougall (2004) for instance found more speaker-
dependent information in words with versus without a nuclear pitch accent. 

In the present study, it was first investigated if the linguistic context factors word type (function vs 
content) and lexical stress (stressed vs unstressed) impact the acoustics of the vowel /a/ in sponta-
neous conversation (rather than lab speech). Second, with linguistic effects confirmed, it was inves-
tigated if factor levels differed in the speaker-dependent information they contain.  

Materials 

Spontaneous Dutch conversations were taken from the Spoken Dutch Corpus (Oostdijk, 2000). Or-
thographic transcripts were available, and from these, automatic phonetic transcripts were created. 
Content words’ lexical stress positions were extracted from CELEX (Baayen et al., 1995), and its 
POS tags were used for word type classification (function vs content). A median of 58 /a/ tokens 
were manually segmented for 50 male, adult Dutch speakers. Formant analysis settings were also 
added manually for all 3148 tokens.  

Analysis 

Per /a/ token, the following acoustic features were extracted: duration, mean F1 and F2 (in Hz) 
measured over the mid 50% of the vowel, cubic fits of time-normalized formant trajectories, F0 (in 
Hz), mean intensity, and a 12-coefficient MFCC vector at 50% of the vowel’s duration. Mixed-
effects models in R (R Core team, 2016) were used to investigate if linguistic factors affected tradi-
tional phonetic-acoustic measurements. This was done per factor, with by-speaker and by-word 
random intercepts. Linear Discriminant Analysis (Klecka, 1980) was used to compare speaker clas-
sification performance between factor levels for factors significantly impacting acoustics. The 
acoustic features were used as predictors for speaker classification. 

Results 

The results of the mixed-effects models summarized in Table 1 reflect that in content words relative 
to function words, /a/ duration was longer and F1 was higher. In content words’ stressed compared 
to unstressed syllables, duration was longer, and F0, F1 and intensity were higher.  

Table 1. Linguistic context effects on vowel acoustics (α = .05): present (), absent (). 

Acoustic correlate Word type Lexical stress 

F1 



















F2 
F0 
Segment duration 

Mean intensity 
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Maximization of the random structure for each of the mixed-effects models through the addition of 
by-speaker slopes only improved the model fit for F1 Lexical Stress (χ

2
(2) = 8.2, p = .017).

Table 2 shows cross-validated LDA speaker classification results per factor level and for various 
sets of acoustic predictors. Static acoustic phonetic predictors were F0 at 40% of the vowel’s dura-
tion, F1, F2 and their bandwidths over the mid 50%, mean intensity and duration. Dynamic predic-
tors were the four cubic coefficients for the dynamic fits of both F1 and F2.  

Table 2. Cross-validated classification results by linguistic factor level (chance level = 2%). 

Word type Lexical stress 
predictors Function Content Unstressed Stressed 

Static acoustic phonetic 20.1% 22.7% 23.3% 30.5% 
Static + dynamic acoustic phonetic 19.7% 23.3% 21.3% 32.4% 
MFCC 73.7% 74.5% 75.0% 75.5% 
MFCC + acoustic phonetic 77.5% 78.8% 79.1% 78.5% 

Conclusion 

In conversational speech, as in lab speech, linguistic factors impact the acoustics of different tokens 
from the same vowel. This seems to also influence speaker classification results, with generally bet-
ter scores for content than function words and stressed than unstressed syllables. Even though abso-
lute differences between factor levels can be small, token selection seems sensitive to its linguistic 
context: maximal acoustic-phonetic speaker information seems to be found in content words’ 
stressed syllables. A potential pitch accent confound will be assessed in future work. 

In contrast with earlier studies (e.g., McDougall, 2004), the addition of dynamic formant infor-
mation changed classification performance only minimally. Both speech style (conversational rather 
than read) and vowel choice (/a/ rather than a diphthong) may contribute to this difference. Ongoing 
work is including telephone speech and LRs will be determined for the different acoustic features. 
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Multilingual situations in forensic cases involving speech samples are becoming 
increasingly frequent (Künzel 2013). Such situations pose a major challenge for forensic 
speech comparison tasks that are carried out from an auditory-acoustic approach, since 
very little research has been carried out to ascertain to what extent phonetic features that 
have proved to be speaker-specific are also language-independent.  

The features that have been studied cross-linguistically from an auditory-acoustic 
approach are mainly vocal parameters related to F0, LTAs and long-term formants (E.g. 
Altenberg and Ferrand 2006; Marquina 2012, Nevo et al 2015; Marquina 2016; Lee & 
Sidtis 2017) as well as characteristics related to tempo and pausing behaviour (E.g. Kolly 
et al 2015; Marquina 2016; Wong and Papp 2017). Hardly any work has been done on 
consonantal features except for Marquina (2016), who confirmed the speaker-specificity 
of plosives VOT, spectral moments of fricatives and formant values of lateral consonants 
in bilingual speakers of Catalan and Spanish. However, such consonantal features would 
hardly be forensically relevant in a multilingual context involving languages with very 
different consonantal realisations such as, for example, English and Spanish. 

In this sense, nasal consonants, which have proved to be highly speaker-specific in 
monolingual contexts (e.g. Nolan 1997; Rose 2002; Amino et al 2006; Amino and Arai 
2009; Kavanagh 2012; Schindler and Draxler 2013) have very phonetically similar 
realisations in Catalan, Spanish and English, more specifically the bilabial and alveolar 
nasals /m/ and /n/. Thus, the present paper looks at the production of these two consonants 
in bilingual Catalan and Spanish speakers with a highly proficient level of English as an 
L2 with the objective of determining if nasal spectral characteristics are speaker-specific 
regardless of the language they are speaking (both Catalan and Spanish as L1 and English 
as L2.) 

The corpus of study contains data on read speech of 10 female speakers who read the 
same text (a newspaper article) twice in each language. Statistical analyses by means of 
analysis of variance were carried out comparing samples produced by 1) the same speaker 
reading in the same language (intra-speaker and intra-language); 2) the same speaker 
reading in the three languages (intra-speaker and inter-language); and 3) different 
speakers in the same language (inter-speaker). A total of 60 speech samples were 
analysed, i.e. two samples per language per speaker, with a mean of 22 realisations of 
each nasal per sample.  

Results show that even though variation is lower in intra-speaker comparisons within the 
same language than across different languages, inter-speaker variation is generally 
higher, especially for the alveolar nasal /n/. Thus, the present paper corroborates previous 
findings on the speaker-specificity of nasal spectral features, and it confirms their 
idiosyncratic nature even in a multilingual context.  
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Crystal (2003) estimates that approximately 41% of the 750 million speakers of English are plurilingual 

in English with at least one additional language; and this number is predicted to increase significantly 

as a result of globalisation. Therefore, it is expected that phonetic research into the behaviours of 

bilingual and plurilingual individuals will be of increasing value within a forensic context. Currently, 

forensic phonetic practice is preoccupied with evaluating segmental, suprasegmental, and paralinguistic 

features of speech in the context of one language, such as fundamental frequency (Dorreen, 2017), 

intonation (Leeman et al., 2014), or hesitation markers (Hughes, Wood and Foulkes, 2016). The current 

study evaluates the speaker-specificity of non-lexical hesitation markers (i.e. <ah> and <um>) of 21 

New Zealand English-te reo Māori (‘Māori language’) bilingual speakers from the Māori and New 

Zealand English (MAONZE) Corpus (King et al., 2010). The outcomes of the current study on one hand 

reinforce previous findings that hesitation markers are speaker-specific, and on the other hand extend 

the evaluation of hesitation markers to a cross-linguistic context. The following research questions were 

explored as part of the study:  

1) How do hesitation markers vary across language contexts and individuals?

2) Can non-lexical hesitation markers be used for speaker identification in bilingual speakers?

The selection criteria for the 21 individuals were the following: they were interviewed in both English 

and Māori within a sociolinguistic framework, an hour of conversational speech in each language 

condition, and had at least 500 tokens of hesitation (i.e. <ah> and <um>) per language condition among 

the 21 speakers. The hesitations were extracted from the transcribed and force-aligned recordings in the 

Language, Brain and Behaviour Corpus Analysis Tool (LaBB-CAT; Fromont and Hay, 2017). The first 

two / three formant frequencies and the mean fundamental frequency were measured in all tokens using 

Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2017) through LaBB-CAT (Fromont and Hay, 2017). Outliers were 

removed through vowel normalisation in R (Gentleman and Ihaka, 2017) using the packages languageR 

(Baayen, 2013) and vowels (Kendall & Thomas, 2014). A prediction accuracy value was calculated for 

each speaker using linear discriminant analysis (LDA) through the R package MASS (Venables and 

Ripley, 2002). Hesitation markers such as <uh> and <um> were found to show significant speaker-

specificity and between-speaker variability in their acoustic realisation. In a New Zealand bilingual 

context, we find <um> more useful than <uh> to discriminate across speakers; which is opposite to the 

findings in Foulkes et al. (2004) who found <uh> more useful than <um> to discriminate across 

monolingual speakers. Further to this, the current study provides a nuanced picture of bilingualism 

whereby hesitation markers are high on the cline of transferability from one language to another and 

thereby, unlike language-specific (segmental) features, act as a good cross-linguistic speaker 

discriminant. 
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Voice quality (VQ) provides a great deal of speaker-specific information and is widely regarded as a 
useful tool to discriminate speakers by forensic speech scientists (Gold and French 2011, San Se-
gundo et al. in press). However, the range of anatomical, motoric, and socio-cultural factors that affect 
a speaker’s VQ makes it difficult to analyse (Kreiman et al. 1993). All specific vocal settings are 
intermittent and not permanent, in that they are manifested only in certain segments (e.g. phonation 
is only manifested in voiced segments). Given these complications, is it possible to reduce auditorily-
assessed VQ to a set of acoustic measures?  

The acoustic analysis of VQ metrics is complicated by the common practice to apply those metrics 
to sustained vowels, which are infrequent in natural speech and only partially representative of a 
speaker’s vocal range. However, an exception to this is vocalic hesitations (uhs and ums), which occur 
frequently in speech, are often longer than lexical vowels, and often occur adjacent to unfilled pauses. 
The acoustics of hesitations also provide good speaker discriminatory information (Tschäpe et al.
2005, Hughes et al. 2016). Therefore, hesitations may help to answer whether and which acoustic 
correlates of VQ can be compared with perceived VQ settings.  

San Segundo et al. (in press) produced auditory ratings of VQ settings for each speaker in the DyViS 
corpus (Nolan et al. 2009), using a modified version of the vocal profile analysis (VPA) scheme 
(Laver et al. 1981). Our data consists of 33 speakers who received the highest and lowest scalar degree 
ratings across the VQ dimensions and who, therefore, represent extreme speakers within this corpus. 
We focus here only on creaky, breathy, and neutral (i.e. VPA settings rated 0). 

Reliable acoustic measures to distinguish breathy and creaky phonation have been widely debated 
(e.g. Gobl and Ní Chasaide 1992, Klug 2014, Keating et al. 2015, Klug et al. 2018). Breathy and 
creaky voice have lower f0 values than modal voice. Creaky voice is also claimed to have higher 
jitter, i.e. frequency variation between consecutive f0 cycles.  Breathy voice has higher positive values 
of H1-H2 (amplitude difference between first and second harmonic) and H1-A3 (amplitude difference 
between first harmonic and third formant) than creaky voice. Acoustic measures of f0, jitter, H1-H2, 
and H1-A3 were taken from the sustained vowel portions for each of the 33 speakers’ hesitations 
(mean/median=18, range=11–39) from DyViS Task 1.  

We found that some acoustic measures do align with the speakers’ VPA ratings (Table 1). Speakers 
who are perceived to have creaky phonation tend to have lower f0 than other speakers (Figure 1), and 
higher jitter (Figure 2). Conversely, H1-H2 and H1-A3 do not correspond well to VPA ratings, with 
little difference between speakers classified as breathy and creaky, and breathy values lower than 
those for creaky - contra previous studies (e.g. Ní Chasaide and Gobl 1997, Esposito 2010). 

VQ of hesitations are comparable to overall VQ, but there are also VQ patterns specific to hesitations, 
which further supports the use of hesitation for speaker discrimination. 
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Table 1. Average acoustic measures of voice quality for speakers rated as creaky, breathy or neutral. 

VPA VQ f0 (Hz; mean) Jitter (mean) H1-H2 (dB; mean) H1-A3 (dB; mean) 
Creaky 99 0.92 3.98 9.64 
Breathy 109 0.85 3.27 9.34 
Neutral 109 0.82 1.69 6.10 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of f0 (Hz) values across 
speakers rated as creaky, breathy, or neutral. 

Figure 2. Distribution of jitter values across 
speakers rated as creaky, breathy, or neutral. 
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In carrying out speaker comparison tests forensic phoneticians seek to identify features with 
discriminatory power (French & Stevens, 2013). A survey conducted by Gold and French (2011) 
demonstrated that many forensic phoneticians judge a speaker’s voice quality (VQ) to be an 
important discriminatory feature.  

Owing to its complexity, VQ is generally analysed perceptually and, whenever possible, acoustic 
information is used to substantiate the percept. Perceptual VQ analysis is impressionistic and 
potentially differs in the way it is interpreted between and within analysts. In order to enhance VQ 
assessments, this study investigates the relationship between auditory judgements and acoustic 
measurements.  

The feature of breathiness has been chosen to explore the interplay between perception and 
acoustics. Previous studies have demonstrated that this VQ feature can be distinguished from modal 
voice acoustically when comparing sustained vowel productions (e.g. Hillenbrand et al., 1994), 
wordlists (e.g. Garellek & Keating, 2011) and, most recently, hesitation markers (Cardoso et al., 
2018). The present study is designed to determine which acoustic correlates best reflect the percept 
of breathiness using spontaneous speech.  

Pilot data consists of three male phoneticians producing cardinal vowels using modal voice and 
breathy voice. Commonly used breathiness measurements for determining spectral tilt and additive 
noise were extracted using VoiceSauce (Shue et al., 2011): H1*-H2* (e.g. Klatt & Klatt, 
1990), H2*-H4* (e.g. Henton & Bladon, 1985), H1*-A1* (e.g. Wayland & Jongman, 2003), 
H1*-A2* (e.g. Esposito, 2006), H1*-A3* (e.g. DiCanio, 2009), HNR (e.g. Wayland, Gargash & 
Jongman, 1995) and CPP (e.g. Hillenbrand et al., 1994). Results for cardinal vowels suggest 
that all listed measurements apart from H2*-H4* are capable of differentiating between the two 
phonation types.  

The current investigation of spontaneous speech confirms these earlier results for sustained cardinal 
vowel production. As illustrated below, speakers rated to be dominantly breathy (red) can be 
distinguished acoustically from speakers lacking a dominant breathy VQ (blue). H1*-H2*, HNR 
and CPP support the perception best; however, Fraile and Godino-Llorente (2014) pointed out that 
CPP reflects several acoustic measurements and is therefore less suitable to use in support of 
specific VQ aspects.  

If one accepts the principle that perceptual judgements should, whenever possible, be corroborated 
by acoustic measurements in speaker comparisons, then these data confirm that it may indeed be 
possible to provide acoustic corroboration of perceived breathiness. Furthermore, the challenge will 
be to investigate if apparent acoustic correlates also reliably correlate with the percept of 
breathiness in poor quality forensic recordings.  
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Figure 1. Violin boxplots presenting acoustic correlates for perception of breathiness, speakers who 
showed breathiness as a dominant VQ feature (red), speakers who showed breathiness as no 
dominant VQ feature (blue) (white dots display the means) 
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Introduction 

Aural/acoustic methods, which mean a combination of auditory and acoustic/phonetic analyses, are 
predominantly used compared with other approaches in the field of forensic speaker comparison 
around the world (Eriksson 2011; Gold and French 2011). Among other factors, voice quality (VQ) 
is considered an especially valuable feature by forensic phoneticians when carrying out auditory 
anal-ysis (Nolan 2005; Nolan 2007). Several VQ frameworks have been developed by forensic 
practition-ers mainly based on Laver’s Vocal Profile Analysis (VPA) scheme (Laver 1980) lately, 
including the modified VPA developed by J P French Associates (French et al. 2016; Segundo et 
al. 2016), the simplified VPA protocol by Segundo (Segundo and Mompean 2017) and the 
auditory-perceptual VQ scheme by Köster and Köster (Köster and Köster 2004). Besides, Hollien et 
al. (2016) presented an aural-perceptual score sheet where VQ is one of its important parts. This 
study presents the develop-ment of a modified VPA protocol specific for the auditory-perceptual 
evaluation of Chinese speakers in forensic speaker comparison. 

Method 

The original VPA protocol covers a wide range of settings with many scalar degrees, which is com-
prehensive and rigorous. We do agree that a more delicate framework will make the auditory 
analysis more reliable. However, under the pressure of deadline and fatigue, many forensic 
practitioners who want to make use of this protocol to assist their analysis will be scared away by 
its complexity. So our first modification is simplifying it to make it easier to access. 
The original settings are cut down from 36 to 22, where 16 settings are vocal tract features and 6 
are phonation types, while keeping the structure of main types. The range of scalar degree is 
reduced from 6 to 2 and is re-organized for the balance of completeness and reliability. 
Apart from the above simplification, we believe that there should be different versions of VPA pro-
tocols based on different languages, for this protocol, or voice quality itself, is an assistance of audi-
tory analysis in forensic speaker comparison which must be put in a specific language environment 
(Köster et al. 2007; Nolan et al. 2011). Based on this, our second modification is adding some Chinese 
characteristics, like the description of the accuracy of tones, to the protocol, for tones play a far 
more important role in Chinese. Furthermore, rhoticity, which is mainly realized by retroflection, 
varies from person to person in Chinese for different reasons, so the setting of “lingual tip” will 
bear more burdens in the modified protocol. An English translation of the modified protocol is 
shown in figure 1. 

Results 

Recordings of 50 speakers (40 males and 10 females) from real criminal cases were evaluated by 3 
analysts independently using this modified LVA protocol. Consistency among the 3 evaluators were 
calculated by their percentage agreement and Euclidean distances were used to measure the 
similarity of different speaker pairs. Results show that evaluators keep a high consistency (90.7% or 
above) and 
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Euclidean distances have different distributions between the same and different speaker pairs when 
using this modified VPA protocol. 

Figure 1. The English translation of the modified VPA protocol specific for Chinses speakers. 
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It is sometimes the case that a victim of a crime will never see the perpetrator’s face, but will 

be exposed to his or her voice (Nolan and Grabe, 1996). This could occur in situations such 

as masked robberies, telephone fraud, or the receipt of bomb threats via voicemail. In such 

cases, attempts can be made by the police or intelligence services to get the witness or victim 

to describe the voice of the offender. However, there is a high likelihood that a given 

earwitness will lack the linguistic expertise and technical vocabulary of the kind used by 

trained phoneticians when they describe voices (Shuy, 1993; Griffiths, 2012; Watt and Burns, 

2012). One question that arises from this problem is whether phonetically untrained listeners 

have the ability, using verbal means, to accurately capture different aspects of speakers’ 

voices. This paper presents an experiment in which a group of non-linguists (n=87) were 

tasked with assessing how ‘high-pitched’ the voices of 12 speakers were, along with 

providing a description of each speaker’s accent. Vocal pitch evaluations were provided on a 

scale ranging from 0-100, where 0 represented ‘very low-pitched’ and 100 represented ‘very 

high-pitched’, while accent assessments were made using an open-answer format, in response 

to the question “What accent do you think this speaker has? Leave the box blank if you are 

unsure”. Among the group of speakers, four were self-identified speakers of Standard 

Southern British English (SSBE), four were self-identified speakers of Northern Irish 

English, and four were self-identified L2 speakers of English having ‘Middle Eastern’ 

languages as an L1. Each accent group contained an equal number of male and female 

speakers. These assessments were then compared to measured Fundamental Frequency (F0) 

values and prior knowledge of the speakers’ accents in order to assess listener performance. 

The results suggest that while some listeners have the ability to make reliable judgements of 

relative vocal pitch, the overall correlations between measured F0 and perceived pitch were 

weak for both male (Pearson’s r = 0.32, df = 497, p < 0.001) and female (Pearson’s r = 0.26, 

df = 487, p < 0.001) speakers. Analysis of individual listeners’ responses support the view 

that some listeners are simply unable to judge relative vocal pitch accurately, while other 
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listeners are capable of performing the task adequately or well. With regard to speakers’ 

accents, the results suggest that the more unfamiliar a speaker’s accent is to the listener, 

perhaps owing to the geographical distance of the area where the accent is spoken from the 

listener’s place of origin, the harder it will be for the listener to accurately describe that 

accent. We argue that testing the abilities of earwitnesses to assess aspects of speakers’ 

voices before their descriptions are used further would be a useful safeguard against the use 

of potentially inaccurate or erroneous earwitness evidence in police investigations. 
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Witness statements are traditionally given orally. However, in cases where the witness’s safety is 

compromised by divulging information about the defendant, electronic disguise is often used to 

mask speaker identity.  

Previous studies have looked into altering the quality of recordings to hide the identity of a speaker 

(Rodman, 1998), whereas other studies investigate recognition of a close network (Foulkes & 

Barron, 2000). It was found that altering the pitch by ± 8 semitones affected results for unfamiliar 

voices, with the lowering of a pitch having the strongest confusion effect (Clark & Foulkes, 2007. 

This study sets out to combine these ideas and investigate the accuracy of gendered electronic 

disguises on close network.   

We recorded a closely-knit household, comprising of 3 males and 2 females, who had lived together 

for three full years. Housemates were asked to read aloud the same 50 sentences in a random order. 

Concurrently, two male and two females of the same age as the housemates (20–22Y) were 

recorded as foils. Voices were manipulated in Praat (Boersma & Weenik, 2017) in two different 

ways with a baseline condition, resulting in three listening conditions:  

a. Masculinization (–) = drop to a median F0 of 100 Hz, scale formants to 85% for

females, 90% for males

b. Feminization (+) = raised to a median F0 of 226 Hz, scale formants to 110% for

females, 115% for males

c. Condition 0: the stimuli’s F0 and resonance characteristics were left unchanged.

Next the clips were played to the housemates in one of two orders: (+,–, 0) or (–, +, 0), with the 

unaltered condition always played last. Housemates were asked to identify the speaker. Social 

network strength was also acquired via a network strength survey. Outcomes were analysed with 

linear models and visualized with classification trees and heatmaps in R (R Core Team, 2016).  

The accuracy rate of speaker identification in the undisguised condition was almost at ceiling level 

due to the small number of both speakers and listeners, in contrast to other studies (Doddington, 

1985; Foulkes & Barron, 2000; Clark & Foulkes, 2007; Rose & Duncan, 2013). A linear mixed-

effect regression model yielded a significant effect of not only listening condition, but also the order 

in which the disguised conditions were played and the gender of the listener. It was found that 

females were more accurate in the undisguised condition, and the males in the disguised conditions. 

Network strength played a part only in separating the foils from the network.  
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Figure 1: Condition is listening condition, firstcon is the first condition listeners encountered. This 

classification tree shows the effect size of the two predictors on the binary outcome of gender guess. 

We successfully amalgamated variables from previous studies that looked into either electronic 

disguise or network strength in isolation. We note that changing the apparent gender (specifically 

masculinizing either gender’s voice) significantly impacted a listener’s ability to accurately identify 

someone they know which aligns with Clark & Foulkes’ (2007) suggestion that lowering the pitch 

is a more effective disguise than raising the pitch. Networ k strength had a mild effect, in that 

listeners were able to identify speakers as belonging to their network or not. It remains to be seen 

how this effect would scale to larger networks, however gender change seems like a viable option in 

witness protection domains.  
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Articulatory movements are to some degree comparable to other domains of human movements (e.g., 
gait and typing) where individual differences exist (Eriksson, 2012; Dellwo, et al., 2015; He and 
Dellwo, 2016). Such idiosyncrasies stem from both individual neurological dispositions, which con-
strain the motor control over the respective body parts, and anatomical idiosyncrasies of moving body 
parts, which shape their biomechanical properties (Winter, 2009). As a result, articulatory kinematics, 
such as velocity, acceleration and spatial displacement, encode speaker-specific information (Perrier, 
2012), and it seems plausible that this strongly influences speaker-specific production of prosodic 
duration (Dellwo, et al., 2015) and intensity variabilities (He and Dellwo, 2016; 2017). Chandra-
sekaran et al. (2009) reported a strong correlation between the intensity contour and mouth opening 
size. This motivated He and Dellwo (2017) to divide the intensity curves into positive and negative 
dynamics, and then calculated the mean, standard deviation and sequential variability (PVI, see Grabe 
and Low 2002) for both dynamics of each utterance so as to capture the dynamics of mouth move-
ments. They found that measures of negative dynamics explained about 70% of between-speaker 
variability, which suggested that articulatory movements during the mouth closing phase of speech 
may contain more speaker-specific information than the mouth opening phase. However, the corpus 
they used contained only Zurich German speakers. It is unclear whether the results could be replicated 
for languages that have stronger control over prosodic phenomena such as tone languages and in 
which syllable codas are phonologically shorter than in German. Here we applied the method of He 
and Dellwo (2017) to a corpus containing Thai speakers.  

We used the Thai BKB corpus (355 read sentences x 13 speakers = 4615 sentences; recordings were 
made in a sound-attenuated room with an unidirectional microphone at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz 
via Praat) for the present study. For each utterance, the intensity peak and trough points (tP and tT) 
and their associated intensity values (IP and IT) were obtained. Then we applied the same methods as 
in He and Dellwo (2017), defining the positive dynamics [vI_pos] as the speed of intensity increase 
from the trough point to its adjacent peak and the negative dynamics [vI_neg] as the speed of intensity 
decrease from the peak point to its adjacent trough (see Figure 1). To capture the distribution of both 
dynamics, the mean, standard deviation and Pairwise Variability Index (PVI) were calculated: 
mean_vI_pos, stdev_vI_pos and PVI_vI_pos as positive dynamics measures; mean_vI_neg, 
stdev_vI_neg and PVI_vI_neg as negative dynamics measures. Multinomial logistic regression mod-
els were used to calculate the performance of each dynamics measure in explaining between-speaker 
variability, with dynamics measures being the independent variables, and speaker, the dependent var-
iable. 

Results showed that the positive dynamics measures (mean_vI_pos, stdev_vI_pos and PVI_vI_pos) 
accounted for approximately 26.5% of between-speaker variability, and the negative dynamics 
measures (mean_vI_neg, stdev_vI_neg and PVI_vI_neg) accounted for approximately 73.5% of be-
tween-speaker variability (see Figure 2). The result is highly congruent to He and Dellwo (2017), 
which provides strong evidences for generalizing that the closing phase of articulatory movements 
contains more speaker-specific information. 
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Figure 1. Illustration of both positive and negative dynamics. 

Figure 2. Pie charts showing the amount of between-speaker variability explained by positive and 
negative measures. 
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Introduction 
This paper is a case study considering Bradford speakers’ ability to imitate a Standard Southern Brit-
ish English accent across read and spontaneous speech. Voice disguise is estimated to occur in around 
one in forty cases in the UK (Clark and Foulkes 2007). However, there is a growing trend in the use 
of voice disguise by perpetrators to conceal and falsify their identities in such cases as threatening 
calls, kidnapping, extortion and even emergency services calls (Zhang & Tan, 2008). Forensic 
speaker comparison and voice profiling cases involving voice disguise are made more difficult when 
assessing the identity of a speaker. Voice disguise is often achieved through electronic means (Rod-
man, 2000; 2003) or accent imitation (Neuhauser, 2008).  For this reason, this paper examines speak-
ers’ ability to imitate an accent that requires them to split two phonemic mergers that are merged in 
their native Bradford accent (STRUT/FOOT and BATH/TRAP). This study will consider phonemic 
mergers and splits as a forensic phonetic tool in assessing the authenticity of accent imitation. 

Methodology 

This study includes ten male speakers from Bradford in West Yorkshire (United Kingdom). All par-
ticipants are native English speakers, aged between 18-24 years old, and have no previous acting/per-
formance experience. Speakers were recorded over two sessions that were separated by a minimum 
of one week. The first session involved recording participants in their native Bradford accents reading 
a news report and participating in a mock police interview (these tasks correspond to Task 3 and 1, 
respectively, from DyViS; Nolan et al. 2009). All speakers were then called back for a second session 
where they were asked to repeat the same two tasks, but this time while putting on a Standard South-
ern British English (SSBE) accent (e.g. like that of someone from Cambridge). Participants were 
provided with the news report script after their first session and told to practice their SSBE accent for 
the next session. They were not, however, provided with material to practice for the mock police 
interview. 

In order to analyse the degree to which Bradford speakers are able to imitate SSBE 
STRUT/FOOT and BATH/TRAP splits, the F1 and F2 values were measured in the stable midpoint 
of over 1,000 vowel tokens from the ten speakers (from both read, spontaneous, imitate, non-imitated 
recordings). In addition to analyzing the speakers’ abilities to split mergers, their imitated SSBE ac-
cents were compared acoustically to ten speakers from the DyViS database (approximately 600 to-
kens in total from the ten DyViS speakers were measured). 

Results 

The results suggest that Bradford speakers could not successfully produce, STRUT, FOOT, BATH 

and TRAP realisations similar to those of SSBE speakers, as they were not able to confidently split 

the STRUT/FOOT or BATH/TRAP mergers. The results found that the most prominent feature sus-

ceptible to different speech styles when imitating an accent was vowel height, as participants could 

not maintain their altered vowel heights of the four lexical sets consistently. As a result, sociophonetic 

splits and mergers have the potential to be a reliable tool in analysing imitated accents, and aid in 

forensic speaker comparison or profiling cases. 
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It has been repeatedly argued that speakers differ in terms of articulatory movements, and such artic-
ulatory idiosyncrasies have their acoustic correlates in temporal characteristics of the speech signal 
in terms of rhythm (Leemann et al. 2014; Dellwo et al. 2015; He and Dellwo 2016), formant trajec-
tories (McDougall 2004, 2006) and intensity dynamics (He and Dellwo 2017). The present study was 
carried out in close relation to McDougall (2004, 2006) and He and Dellwo (2017).  

We approached F1 from the argumentation that idiosyncratic articulatory movements would 
result in idiosyncratic formant trajectories (McDougall 2004, 2006). However, instead of fitting pol-
ynomials to the formant trajectories (McDougall 2004, 2006), we divided the F1 into positive dy-
namics and negative dynamics. A positive dynamic refers to the speed of F1 increase from a minimum 
value to its adjacent peak value in a vocalic portion of the speech signal. A negative dynamic, the 
speed of F1 decrease from a peak value to its adjacent minimum value. This approach is methodo-
logically akin to He and Dellwo (2017), who divided the intensity contour into positive and negative 
dynamics, and calculated the mean, standard deviation and sequential variability (PVI, see Grabe and 
Low 2002) of both dynamics for each utterance. He and Dellwo developed such measures based on 
Chandrasekaran et al. (2009) who showed that the intensity contour and mouth opening size co-varied. 
Positive and negative intensity dynamics were assumed to capture the speed of mouth opening and 
closing in speech. Results showed that measures based on negative intensity dynamics explained 
about 70% of between-speaker variability, indicating that the mouth closing gestures may contain 
more speaker-specific information than opening gestures.  

In addition to intensity, F1 also co-varies with mouth opening and closing gestures. Grant and 
Seitz (2000) even showed that F1 is better correlated with mouth movements than intensity. Plus, F1 
is less distorted than intensity when the speaker moves his/her head during recording. Therefore, we 
measured F1 dynamics. If the closing gestures indeed contain more speaker-specific information, we 
should also find that negative F1 dynamics measures explain more between-speaker variability. 

Method –– The same TEVOID corpus data (16 speakers * 256 sentences) used in He and 
Dellwo (2017) was analyzed for the present study. F1 was extracted using the Burg algorithm in Praat. 
For male speakers, the maximum frequency was set as 5 000 Hz; for female speakers, 5 500 Hz. For 
each vocalic portion of the signal, the positive dynamic was calculated as (F1P – F1T)/(TP – TT), and 
the negative dynamic was calculated as |F1Tʹ′ – F1P|/(TTʹ′ – TP), where F1P is the peak F1 value in a 
particular vocalic chunk (its associated time point is TP), F1T is the F1 trough value on the left side 
of F1P (its associated time point is TT), and F1Tʹ′ is the F1 trough value on the right side of F1P (its 
associated time point is TTʹ′). Fig. 1 shows a schematic illustration. This way, each sentence yielded 
two series containing positive and negative F1 dynamics respectively. The mean, standard deviation, 
and PVI of both positive and negative dynamics were calculated (notated as meanPos, stdevPos, pvi-
Pos; and meanNeg, stdevNeg, pviNeg). We applied the same statistical procedures as in He and 
Dellwo (2017). First, the factor analysis was used to test whether measures of positive and negative 
dynamics formed into separate categories. Second, we ran multinomial logistic regression (dependent 
variable = SPEAKER) to test how much between-speaker variability each measure explained. 

Results and discussion — Fig. 2 shows the results of factor analysis. Measures of positive and 
negative F1 dynamics formed into different categories, suggesting that both measures were independ-
ent from each other. Fig. 3 shows the results of multinomial logistic regression. Except pviNeg, all 
other measures showed significant speaker effects. Moreover, measures of negative F1 dynamics ex-
plained more between-speaker variability (64.5%) than positive measures, further supporting He and 
Dellwo’s (2017) claim that the closing mouth gestures contained more speaker-specific information. 
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Figure 1. An illustration of calculating positive and 
negative F1 dynamics. The positive dynamic was cal-
culated as (F1P – F1T)/(TP – TT), and the negative dy-
namic was calculated as |F1Tʹ′ – F1P|/(TTʹ′ – TP). The 
vertical dashed lines indicate on- and offsets of this 
particular vocalic interval.

Figure 2. Results of factor analy-
sis. Factor loadings indicate that 
measures of positive and nega-
tive F1 dynamics formed into 
separate categories. 

Figure 3. Results of multinomial logistic regression, indicating that measures of negative F1 
dynamics explained more between-speaker variability. 
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How and why to test lexicon in LADO for Arabic 

Christopher Lucas & Hanadi Ismail 
SOAS, University of London  

Growing interest in LADO (language analysis for the determination of origin) for Arabic (Detail-

leur 2010; Lucas 2016; Spotti 2016; Rosenhouse 2017), prompts the research presented here into 

the viability of new, lexically-based approaches to the problem.  

In international law “the burden of substantiating a claim lies with the [asylum] claimant, who must 

establish […] that they qualify for international protection” (UK Home Office 2015). It is therefore 

curious that, with LADO, governments typically themselves assume the burden of finding linguistic 

evidence that a claim is fraudulent, especially given the known pitfalls of this approach (Patrick 

2012). The ideal LADO test would instead offer genuine claimants a means of providing credible 

linguistic evidence for their claim, while denying fraudulent claimants this possibility. Here we pro-

vide theoretical and empirical evidence that a suitably-designed lexical elicitation test can achieve 

this desideratum, at least for Arabic.  

The theoretical justification centres on the notions of FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE and DEGREE OF 

IMITABILITY. All utterances in a given dialect provide evidence of the phonological and morphosyn-

tactic rules of that dialect. Such features are highly frequent in this sense, so it is possible in princi-

ple – though difficult – for a skillful imitator to reproduce them, and they are therefore useful only 

for revealing poor imitators. The risk of reliance on features of this kind is that the analyst mistakes 

unfamiliar native variation for poor imitation. We suggest, therefore, that scrutiny of such features 

in spontaneous speech should be complemented by elicitation of lower-frequency elements. Most 

content words fall into this category. For example, plum(s) occurs ~4 times/million words in the 

British National Corpus, whereas now occurs roughly 350 times more often. Eliciting Arabic hallaʔ 

for ‘now’ is therefore worth little in establishing the veracity of someone’s claim to come from Da-

mascus. But elicitation of multiple Damascene terms approximately as (in)frequent as xōx ‘plums’ 

is worth far more. Lexical items are, given exposure, much easier to imitate than phonology. But 

without (sufficient) exposure, their successful imitation is impossible. 

To what extent native-like content words can be elicited from Arabic speakers in a non-native dia-

lect is an empirical question which is put to test in our research. Data were elicited from 64 native 

Arabic speakers of a range of known origins who have been resident in London for at least one 

year. Participants were asked to name images depicting 46 meanings known to be lexicalized differ-

ently in different dialects of Arabic (Behnstedt & Woidich 2010–2014; BW). They were then asked 

to attempt to name a relevant subset of those images as they would be called in one of three pre-se-

lected dialects: Syrian, Iraqi and Yemeni. 42 non-Syrians attempted the Syria test, 19 non-Iraqis the 

Iraq test and 3 non-Yemenis the Yemen test. Preliminary results show typical scores of over 90% 

match with BW-based expectations for the dialect of origin test, with typical scores on the subset 

imitation test at or below 50%.   
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Challenges in Speaker Recognition: Impact of Mismatch due to 

Nonlinear Waveform Clipping and Scream Vocalization 

John H. L. Hansen 
Center for robust speech systems (CRSS), The University of Texas at Dallas, U.S.A. 

john.hansen@utdallas.edu 

It is well known that speaker variability causes speaker identification (SID)/verification system per-
formance to deteriorate significantly (Hansen and Hasan, 2015; Kinnunen and Li, 2010). Traditional 
large scale competitions, such as the NIST SRE (Speaker Recognition Evaluation) in the SID field 
have generally focused on microphone and/or handset mismatch, with limited effort on speech pro-
duction variability as well as audio streams in naturalistic environments (NIST SRE[Web]). The abil-
ity to know when mismatch exceeds an acceptable “neighborhood” of natural speaker variation, as 
well as background acoustics such as nonlinear distortion, noise, reverberation between neutral ref-
erence and naturalistic field recordings is important. In this study, we consider two related mismatch 
domains for speaker recognition: (i) nonlinear distortion based on clipping, and (ii) non-speech vo-
calization based on scream, which can often introduce clipping as well without an automatic gain 
control (AGC) for audio capture. The final presentation will address analysis and experimental eval-
uations in both domains, and connect them to the general challenge for domain mismatch in SID.   

Nonlinear Distortion: There has been a number of studies which have considered acoustic mismatch 
based on background noise and distortion. Studies such as (Lei & Hansen, 2011) showed that effec-
tive compensation advancements could be achieved when acoustic mismatch is modeled effectively. 
When noise is present, there are a number of methods which can be considered. Front-end speech 
enhancement and noise suppression methods have shown success (Sadjadi and Hansen, 2013). Other 
approaches have considered multi-style training stemming from early work on speech under stress 
which were applied for speaker recognition in noise using multiple examples of speaker data degraded 
with distinct noise content. One domain with limited effort is nonlinear distortion. Specifically, when 
speech waveforms experience peak clipping, there is little understanding on how this impacts both 
automatic as well as perceptual based speaker recognition. Here, we investigate the waveform based 
clipping detection algorithm for naturalistic audio streams and analyze the impact of clipping at dif-
ferent severities on speech quality measures and automatic speaker identification systems. Quality 
measures such as PESQ, NIST STNR, etc. are shown to be sensitive to changes in clipping levels 
(i.e., 0. 0.5%, 1%, 5%, 10%). Experiments using both clean speech trained GMM-UBM (and later i-
Vector-PLDS) systems show speaker ID EER rates decrease from 3.2% for clean to 14.6% for 10% 
clipped test speech.  Fig. 1 shows results from this evaluation.  

Vocal Effort – Scream: In the field of vocal effort, only limited progress has been made for speaker 
verification/recognition. Early works considered evaluations on the sensitivity of speaker recognition 
to vocal effort, detecting islands of vocal effort mismatch as well as advancing speaker recognition 
performance for vocal effort/whisper (Fan and Hansen, 2011). However, for the case of scream, little 
work has considered the impact of speaker recognition systems. Based on the UTDallas-NonSpeech 
corpus, we perform a detailed audio analysis in terms of fundamental frequency, spectral peak shift, 
frame energy distribution, and spectral tilt. We will also show that traditional speaker recognition 
based on the Gaussian mixture model-universal background model framework is unreliable when 
evaluated with screams (Hansen, et. al, 2017).  Fig. 2(a) shows sample speech production features 
based on F0 and relative standard deviation for speech and scream vocalization conditions. Fig. 2(b) 
shows results for speaker verification using 6 training tokens (10-12sec each) to MAP-adapt each 
speaker’s GMM model for 60 speakers. For multi-style training, equal amounts (3+3 tokens) of 
speech and scream data were used. A total of 4M speech trials and 100K scream trials were randomly 
generated to evaluate speaker verification performance. It is clear that scream audio contains limited 
amounts of discriminating speaker content based on these automatic evaluations.   
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Figure 1(a): Comparison of various speech  quality measures for original clean speech, and various 

percentages (0.5%-10.0%) of waveform clipping for the same audio corpora using TIMIT data. 2(b): 

Speaker recognition DET curve results for: clean trained models and 5 data test conditions: clean, 

0.5%, 1.0%, 5%, 10% clipped test data.   

Figure 2(a): F0 comparison of speech and scream vocalizations across sample speakers (Mean and 

relative standard deviation are presented). 2(b): Speaker recognition equal error rates (EERs) across 

speech, speech+scream, and scream audio conditions using two speech features (MFCC and 

PMVDR). 
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A speaker comparison method based on GMM-DNN 
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This study presents a hybrid modelling method based on GMM-DNN which extracts the statistical 
features of original speech using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) firstly, then transforms the 
statis-tical features to a linear separable space correlated with the speaker by way of Deep Neural 
Network (DNN) nonlinear mapping. Stacked auto-encoder (SAE) is chosen as the basic model of 
deep neural network. When entering the registration stage, the last hidden layer of the trained DNN 
is extracted as the speaker model, which is called p-vector. During the test stage, p-vector of the 
test voice is extracted to match p-vectors of the registered speakers to make a decision. 
Experiments on NIST corpus show that the performance of this method is better than the 
conventional GMM-UBM speaker modelling method, which is the predominant method in current 
forensic automatic speaker compari-son systems. 

Introduction 

SAE neural network is a prevalent model in deep learning which is comprised of several layers of 
auto-encoders (Vincent et al. 2008; Vincent et al. 2010). To generate a SAE, Pre-training and Fine-
tuning are two necessary steps. The flow chart of training a SAE can be shown as the following 
figure: 

Figure 1. the flow chart of the training a SAE neural network 

GMM-DNN speaker model 

DNN speaker identification based on GMM statistical feature parameters requires two steps. First, 
we need to extract the statistical features using GMM, then we need the GMM statistical features to 
train the DNN and register the speaker model. 
Firstly, we use lots of speeches from different speakers to train Universal Background Model (UBM), 
and then we can construct a GMM using the MAP algorithm to get statistical parameters. After that, 
we train a DNN with four hidden layers, each has 128 nodes. Sigmoid function is used as an activation 
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function for each non-linear neuron, with a momentum of 0.9, learning rate of 0.8 and 50 iterations. 
After the 30th iteration, learning rate will be reduced by half for every five iterations. The last hidden 
layer if this DNN is extracted as the speaker model which is called p-vector. 

Results and Analysis 

Data consisting of recording of 1200 male speakers from NIST 2010 corpus are selected to test the 
method, where 1000 speakers are used to train the model while the rest are used to test. Every speaker 
has 50 recordings which are 5 minutes long each. The evaluation follows the guideline in Martin et 
al. (2010).  
Figure 2 is the DET curve of this GMM-DNN system and a baseline system based on GMM-UBM. 

Figure 2. The DET curve of two systems based on NIST corpus 

Table 1 is the EER results of 3 systems, one is the baseline system based on GMM-UBM, one is an 

ordinary DNN system which extracts statistical features using DNN (Lei et al. 2014) and the last is 

the method presented in this study. We can see from table 1 that the presented method has the low-

est EER. 

Table 1. The EERs of different systems using different methods. 

Automatic speaker comparison is essentially a classification task. In speech feature space, content 

features and individual features are mixed and hard to classify. The GMM-DNN method transforms 

the statistical features to a low dimensional linear separable space correlated with the speaker by the 

way of non-linear mapping and achieves good results. 
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1. Introduction

This presentation reports on an evaluation of Batvox 3.1 as part of the Multi-laboratory evaluation of 
forensic voice comparison systems under conditions reflecting those of a real forensic case (foren-
sic_eval_01) (Morrison & Enzinger, 2016). An evaluation of the more recent version of Batvox, ver-
sion 4.1, was reported in van der Vloed (2016). Although 3.1 is not the most recent version of Batvox, 
we tested it because it is still in use by a number of forensic laboratories.  

Collecting case-relevant data can be expensive and time consuming. We therefore tested the effects 
of different amounts of training data on system performance. 

2. Methodology

We trained Batvox 3.1 using different sized sets of data randomly selected from the forensic_eval_01 
training data. One known-speaker-condition recording from each of 25 randomly speakers were used 
as “reference population” recordings, and one questioned-speaker-condition recording from each of 
the same 25 speakers were used as “imposter” recordings. Batvox was set to use all the “reference 
population” recordings we entered, it did not select a subset. Batvox uses “reference population” 
recordings for T-norm and “imposter” recordings for Z-norm (Auckenthaler et al., 2000). Once the 
system was trained, its performance was tested using the forensic_eval_01 test data. 

This procedure was repeated using recordings from 50, 75, and 100 randomly selected speakers for 
training. The system was always tested on the same test data. 

3. Results and discussion

Test results for training using 25, 50, 75, and 100 speakers are shown in Figures 1 and 2. As the 
amount of training data increased, the performance of the system improved; however, even with 
training data from 100 speakers, system performance was relatively poor: Cllr-pooled was 0.593. By 
comparison Cllr-pooled for Batvox 4.1 using 105 speakers for training was 0.365 (van der Vloed, 
2016). Batvox 3.1 is a GMM-UBM system, whereas Batvox 4.1 is an i-vector PLDA system. Also, 
the Tippett plots show that there was a substantial bias in the Batvox 3.1 results: log-likelihood ratio 
values are too low. The bias in the Batvox 3.1 results is greater than that observed in the Batvox 4.1 
results (see van der Vloed, 2016). Silva & Medina (2017) also obtained better performance from an 
i-vector PLDA system than from a GMM-UBM system, in that paper systems based on Microsoft
Research Identity Toolbox version 1.0.

Based on these results, we recommend using an i-vector PLDA system rather than a GMM-UBM 
system. 

A paper describing this research is now published as Zhang & Tang (2018). 
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Figure 1. Validity and reliability metrics. 

Figure 2. Tippett plots for systems trained using 25 speakers (leftmost panel), 50 speakers (middle 
left panel), 75 speakers (middle right panel) and 100 speakers (rightmost panel). 
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Audio recordings commonly encountered in forensic and investigative casework can vary 
widely in both subjective quality and relative suitability for automatic speech and speaker 
recognition. Qualitative extrinsic variations may be related to the file format, i.e. codecs, 
sampling rates, bit rates etc., or to the acoustic content within the files, such as the channel 
and microphone, the presence of interfering tones, background noise or music, and the net 
amount of speech present. In performing a forensic speaker comparison, it is important to be 
aware of these variations and their potential influence on the results. In this paper, we explore 
how objective measurements can be used to triage a dataset to inform automatic speaker 
recognition system performance. 

VoxCeleb (Nagrani et al., 2017) is a large-scale ‘in the wild’ database of over a thousand 
celebrity speakers collected from Youtube by an Oxford University group. This relatively 
unconstrained database contains a variety of recording conditions and various intrusive 
noises, making it an ideal test-bed for analysing the effect of objective quality measures on 
speaker comparisons.  

Figure 1. Screenshot of JUICER software for audio quality metric extraction 

 

For the experiments in this paper we used JUICER software (screenshot in Figure 1) for audio 
quality metric extraction. JUICER allows the user to quickly triage large numbers of audio 
files for multiple quality metrics, including voice activity, clipping, voicing, WADA-SNR 
(Waveform Amplitude Distribution Analysis Signal-to-Noise Ratio) (Kim and Stern, 2008), 
and tone detection.  These metrics (a selection is shown in Figure 2) were used to group audio 
files according to their objective quality.  VOCALISE 2017B (Alexander et al., 2016) was 
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then used to assess speaker recognition performance across the different groups. 

Figure 2.  A selection of objective quality metrics obtained from JUICER 

A subset of 10800 files from 1174 speakers was selected from VoxCeleb. The files were then 
grouped according to the WADA-SNR and the minimum duration of net speech present 
within them.  To select three groups of files based on their quality, we calculated the mean 
and standard deviation of the SNRs of all the files in the database and set the cut-off point at 1 
standard deviation above and below the mean:  poor files were defined as having an SNR 
below 11.5 dB, medium files as having an SNR between 11.5 dB and 23.5 dB and good as 
having an SNR above 23.5 dB.  As greater than 70% of files fell into the medium group, a 
subset of the medium group was randomly selected to provide a more balanced comparison of 
the 3 groups. 

Table 1. Convex Hull Equal Error Rate (EER), log-likelihood ratio cost (Cllr), and minimum 
log-likelihood ratio cost (Cllr-min), for three WADA-SNR-defined groupings of the 
VoxCeleb Corpus. Cross-validation score calibration was applied using BioMetrics software. 

Group No. of 
speakers 

No. of 
files 

EER% Cllr Cllr-min 

Poor 720 1322 8.63 0.298 0.273 

Medium 772 1330 5.10 0.202 0.177 

Good 669 1300 3.78 0.139 0.126 

In Table 1, error metrics for each of the three groupings is provided. There is a clear 
relationship between objective quality in terms of WADA-SNR and speaker recognition 
performance. This serves as an example of using quality metrics as a gatekeeper to an 
automatic speaker recognition system. In addition to this per-file gatekeeping role of quality 
metrics, we have observed benefits from using within-file quality metrics to select portions of 
files that satisfy various objective criteria, particularly in the case of long surveillance-like 
files that contain relatively little speech. 
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Whisper is a common mode of speech production in which there is no phonation (i.e., vibration of 
the vocal folds). Whisper is generally produced with the aim of maintaining intelligibility for an in-
dented listener, while restricting intelligibility for others. There are significant differences between 
a purely whispered speech signal and a neutral

1
 speech signal: there is no periodic excitation, the

centre frequencies and bandwidths of formants generally increase, and the overall signal energy de-
creases (Ito et al. 2005, Fan and Hansen, 2011). Consequently, dealing with mismatched whisper-
neutral speech comparisons presents difficulties for automatic speaker recognition (Fan and Han-
sen, 2011, Vestman et al, 2018). In this paper, an analysis of the global and per-speaker effects of 
matched and mismatched whisper-neutral comparisons is presented for a current speaker recogni-
tion system. 

A subset of the UT-VocalEffort II corpus (Zhang and Hansen, 2011) consisting of read speech 
segments from 62 speakers (42 female, 20 male) was used for the experiments. This read speech 
subset consists of 40 TIMIT sentences, produced in neutral and whispered modes, recorded with a 
close-talk microphone in a sound booth environment. The speech was digitized at 16 kHz with 16 
bits per-sample. The speech was pre-processed here by concatenating all sentences from each 
speaker into separate streams of whispered and neutral speech. Voice activity detection was applied 
using the ‘Combo-SAD’ technique (Sadjadi and Hansen, 2013), and segments of various net-speech 
durations were subsequently extracted.  

An i-vector PLDA (Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis) system (Dehak et al 2011, Hasan et 
al., 2013) was used for the speaker recognition experiments. The system was trained with approxi-
mately 40,000 neutral speech recordings from 4,000 speakers, drawn from the NIST SRE (Speaker 
Recognition Evaluation) 2004-2008 datasets. The system comprised of a 1024 component UBM 
(Universal Background Model), a 400-dimensional TV (Total Variability) matrix, and LDA and 
PLDA models of 200-dimensions. At the front-end, MFCCs (Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients) 
of 13-dimensions were extracted over 20 ms Hamming windows with 50% overlap, and appended 
with delta and delta-delta coefficients.  

To assess the effect of whispered speech on the speaker recognition system (which was trained with 
neutral speech only), all samples from all speakers were compared. Fixed net-speech durations of 5, 
10, 20, 30, and 60 seconds were considered. In Figure 1, left, the EER (Equal Error Rates) are 
shown for matched and mismatched comparisons across increasing durations. There is a significant 
(and approximately constant) offset in the EER between neutral-neutral and neutral-whisper com-
parisons. Interestingly, the EER for whisper-whisper comparisons converges towards that of neu-
tral-neutral comparisons as duration increases. This highlights the discriminative power of unvoiced 
speech within the MFCC-based i-vector framework. Analyzing the results on a per-speaker basis 
(Figure 1, right), reveals an EER decrease for some speakers (e.g., #9, #10) in whisper-whisper 
comparisons relative to neutral-neutral comparisons. For neutral-whisper comparisons however, 
there is an EER increase for all speakers relative to neutral-neutral comparisons. Significant varia-
tion in the extent of this EER increase can be observed, ranging from less than 5% (e.g., #9, #60) to 
greater than 30% (e.g., #16, #20). 

1
 Neutral speech is defined here as modal speech produced at rest (i.e., with ‘normal’ vocal effort) 
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Further investigation into the source of this per-speaker variation is ongoing. We propose the use of 
measures of ‘whisper-quality’ to estimate the discriminative power of a particular segment of whis-
pered speech and to inform compensation strategies, including quality measure based score calibra-
tion (Kelly and Hansen, 2016, Mandasari et al, 2015). 

Figure 1. Left: Speaker recognition equal error rates (EERs) across increasing net speech durations 

for matched and mismatched comparisons of whispered and neutral speech. Due to data constrains, 

results were not obtained for matched comparisons at durations of above 20 seconds. Right: Per-

speaker EER changes for whispered speech comparisons, relative to a neutral-neutral comparison 

baseline. Results here are with 10 seconds of net speech. 
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Laboratory-based forensic science activities, including the enhancement of audio recordings, are 
now subject to government regulation in England and Wales. The specific requirements for accredi-
tation are set out in the international standard ISO 17025 and the Forensic Science Regulator’s 
Codes of Practice and Conduct (‘the Codes’) and its discipline-specific appendix for speech and 
audio analysis. One of the fundamental tenets of regulation is that methods are validated, i.e. they 
have been shown to achieve what they claim to. 

Validation of audio enhancement is not a straightforward task. The generally accepted aim of en-
hancement is to improve the intelligibility of recorded speech and/or make the material easier or 
more pleasant to listen to. Currently, there are no formalised or generally accepted methods for as-
sessing the degree of improvement made. Attempting to objectively assess improvement across the 
range of degradations regularly encountered in casework, and with the range of tools available to 
analysts, would be a restrictively long and complex undertaking. Since no robust algorithms exist 
which can simulate human perception, a large number of listener panels would be required. Such an 
approach would not mitigate the risks to the Criminal Justice System (CJS) of poorly enhanced or 
over-processed recordings ending up in court. 

The approach proposed by the authors is to consider enhancement as an interpretive method (as de-
fined by the Regulator’s Codes) rather than a measurement-based method for the purposes of vali-
dation. This classification better reflects the nature of enhancement work; that a practitioner must 
select a tailored approach for each case, and that the assessment of ‘improvement’ is a subjective 
interpretation. The validation requirements for interpretive methods are focused on the competence 
of practitioners: can they produce consistent and reliable results that are compatible with those of 
other competent staff? This is in contrast to measurement-based methods, which emphasise testing 
the precision and accuracy of specific tools. Validation must clearly acknowledge the risks of en-
hancement (e.g. over-processing), and should refer to practitioner competence, peer review, proce-
dures and tool testing, to show how risks are controlled and minimized. 

We propose a method of validation in line with the interpretative framework set out in the Regula-
tor’s Codes¸ which incorporates: 

- Structured education and training of practitioners - including relevant audio engineering and
signal processing theory, knowledge of speech characteristics and perception, appropriate
use of available tools and the ability to detect over-processing

- Assessment of practitioners’ results - including in-house assessment and inter-laboratory
comparative exercises 

- Testing of tools - to ensure they function as expected and logging of any bugs or anomalies

We also emphasise the requirement for robust peer review when applying audio enhancement 
methods. 
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Our poster will set out more details of our approach and introduce a guidance document which we 
hope will be of assistance to others seeking to validate audio enhancement methods. We invite 
feedback and comments from the community on the proposed approach. 
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From the literature it becomes clear that hesitation markers are language-specific (Baldwin & French, 
1990). For example, according to De Leeuw (2007) vocalic hesitation markers are more often used 
in Dutch than English and German. To be useful in a forensic setting, it’s necessary to determine if 
these markers are speaker-specific per language. For German, research by Braun and Rosin (2015) 
showed that some features were indeed speaker-specific. Hughes, Wood and Foulkes (2016) 
calculated Likelihood Ratios with hesitation marker features in British-English and concluded that 
duration and the amount of hesitation markers influenced the calculation. Although Swerts et al. 
(1996) and Van Donzel and Koopmans-van Beinum (1996) investigated hesitation markers in Dutch, 
the literature concerning their speaker-dependency is scarce. Only Cortes et al. (2011) used features 
of Dutch hesitation markers and achieved high levels of classification accuracy. Knowing that 
especially in phone conversations hesitations markers are used more frequently (Künzel, 1997), the 
next step is to determine performance on forensically-relevant data. We therefore investigated how 
well features of hesitation markers in spontaneous Dutch phone conversations distinguish between 
speakers. 

Method 
Data from NFI-FRIDA was used (Van der Vloed, Bouten, Kelly & Alexander, 2018). This database 
contains spontaneous speech of Dutch males recorded directly from a Shure WH20 HQ headset. The 
speech, although recorded with a headset, is from telephone conversations. For this study thirty 
speakers were selected. Per speaker, three conversations were used, with a gross duration of five 
minutes each. The hesitation markers were manually segmented by listening through the material. 
The features included for this study, based on a review of the literature, were location in the sentence, 
type (vocal /ə/ vs vocalic-nasal /əm/), amount of hesitation markers, duration, fundamental frequency 
(F0), and the first and second formants (F1, F2). The nasal hesitation marker /m/, which is also found 
in Dutch, was not present in this dataset. The location of a hesitation marker in the sentence was 
divided into four categories: at the beginning of an utterance, at the end of an utterance, between 
words in a phrase, and the hesitation marker forming a phrase of its own. 

Preliminary results 
Since the statistical analyses concerning the speaker-dependency of hesitation markers are in 
progress, only some first results are shown below. Figure 1 gives, per speaker, the percentage of all 
words spoken that are vocalic and vocalic-nasal hesitation markers. Speakers more often used vocalic 
than vocalic-nasal hesitation markers, but the amount of markers and the distribution between types 
seemed speaker-specific. Furthermore, some speakers only used vocalic hesitation markers in this 
dataset. In figure 2 the duration of hesitation markers is given by place in the utterance. Hesitation 
markers seem shortest when produced between words. 

Ongoing research focuses on the speaker-dependency per feature. Besides, like in figure 2, the 
dependency between features will be described. Finally, a reference dataset will be set up to help 
determine the rarity of features encountered in cases. 
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Figure 1. Percentages of words that are vocalic (‘uh’) and vocalic-nasal (‘uhm’) hesitation markers. 

Figure 2. Duration (in seconds) of hesitation markers by location in the utterance. 
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F0 as a function of vocal effort -  

results obtained from the ShoutingCorpus 
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The F0 of a person's voice is to a large extend related to vocal effort. In forensic speaker comparison 
it would be an advantage to define - or just to indicate - the baseline F0 in situations where the vocal 
effort of a voice sample is different from "normal." 
In (Brixen 2014) it was investigated to which degree it was possible to find the baseline pitch from 
detection of vocal effort (casual, normal, loud and shout). The experiment included six male and six 
female subjects. The conclusion was that the obtained correction factor is only a rough estimate. It 
indicates one issue: Assessment of F0 data is initially only valid for same-effort utterances. The 
results indicate that the “inter-effort” variability is higher than the intra-speaker variability.  
As the "ShoutingCorpus" from the University of Zürich was made available to the author, it was 
obvious to move a little further on the subject. ShoutingCorpus include recordings of nine male 
subjets and nine female subjects, each reading 20 sentences in either normal speaking setting or 
shouting (≥80 dB SPL@1m). The recording technique is described by Dimos et al. 2015. The 
subjects did not receive any instructions regarding pitch. 
All sound files were analysed using Wavesurfer. Male speakers' pitch contours were obtained using 
the ESPS algorithm in a 400 Hz window while female speakers' pitch contours we obtained by 
applying the AMDF algorithm in a 600 Hz window. Errors were manually corrected/deleted. 
Two general measures were applied to each of the speakers: F0-mean and F0-baseline (Fb). The definition 
of the Fb is given by Lindh 2007. Here he defines this baseline F0 (Fb) as the initial frequency or 
starting point of the phonation of a voice. Lindh suggests a baseline expressed by the level below 
which 7.64% of the F0 values fall. 
It can be discussed whether any baseline pitch can be achieved in other speaking settings than 
"normal." However, in (Brixen 2014) it seemed to provide slightly better results in comparison to 
the mean value.  

Table 1. The table shows the result of the analysis. Based on these data the bottom line shows an 
initial correction factor for shouting pitch. This factor is different for male and female speakers.  
Subject Fb 

[Hz] 
Fb 

[Hz] 
F0-mean 

[Hz] 
F0-mean 

[Hz] 
Subject Fb 

[Hz] 
Fb 

[Hz] 
F0-mean 

[Hz] 
F0-mean 

[Hz] 

 
normal shout normal shout 

 
normal shout normal shout 

M1 98 145 129 242 F1 191 383 224 431 
M2 96 155 111 245 F2 221 289 219 359 
M3 91 245 127 284 F3 157 404 198 449 
M4 84 237 111 294 F4 178 324 219 378 
M5 95 179 110 260 F5 158 326 198 407 
M6 104 189 129 223 F6 169 300 214 365 
M7 116 225 136 283 F7 167 334 201 372 
M8 82 210 103 240 F8 152 203 199 371 
M9 86 250 114 303 F9 189 334 249 392 

average 95 204 119 264 176 322 213 392 
std.            10.7 38.9 11.4 28.1 21.9 57.7 16.8 31.2 
"correction factor" 1/2.15 1/2.22 1/1.83 1/1.84 
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Figure 1. An example of F0-distribution of male speaker M5 (left) and F0-distribution of female 
speaker F4 (right). 

Discussion 

It is often debated if F0 is of any use for forensic purposes; and it is certainly questionable whether a 
correction factor can be applied in the search for "normal" pitch. If the above-measured F0 values 
for shouting are corrected by the factor based on the averaged Fb-mean values, the error after the 
correction of shouting male voices is up to 22% (mean error 10.5%) and regarding shouting female 
voices up to 23% (mean error 8.9%). 
We know, the vocal effort of almost any utterance is easily detected by ear (Allen 1971.) We also 
may take normal variations in habitual pitch into considerations (Coleman et 1991), and emotional 
behaviors as well (Paeschke et al. 1999). So, the examiner primarily must take this knowledge into 
consideration when assessing questionable voice samples. The above-mentioned method for a rough 
estimation of F0-normal may be applied as a supplement.   

Conclusion 

The experiment has provided data for the F0 (Fb or F0-mean) from shouting voices in comparison to 
normal speech.  
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The Supreme People’s Court of China passed the Provision on the Online Issuance of Judgment Doc-
uments by People’s Courts1 (the Provision) on Nov. 2013. According to the Provision, all effective 
judgment document (JD) are required to be uploaded on the website of China Judgement Online 
(CJO)2, except for cases involving state secrets, personal privacy and juvenile delinquency. Besides 
the CJO, other similar non-governmental websites include itslaw3 and jufaanli4. Up to now, the num-
ber of the JDs on the above three websites has exceeded 47 million. The online JDs provide a rich 
resource for big data analysis of numerous justice studies, including analysis of forensic phonetics 
(FP) in court. For example, the online JDs were used to investigate the acceptance of expert opinions 
(all of which were given by the forensic experts in Institute of Forensic Science, Ministry of Public 
Security, quoted in 495 JDs) by Bao et.al (2016) and the application of the forensic accounting iden-
tification in China (946 JDs during 2014) by Han and Zhou (2016).  

In the present study, we used 193 effective online JDs downloaded from the website of itslaw to 
explore the application of FP in the courts of Beijing and Shanghai.5  

Materials: The relative JDs in FP were selected in the light of the following criteria: 
 The regions of courts were restricted to Beijing6 and Shanghai.
 Time was restricted before 2018.
 Key words were restricted to “录音 + 鉴定”, “语音 + 鉴定”, “声音+鉴定”, “声纹”, “录音+
降噪”, “语音+增强” (Literally, these key words can be translated into “recording/audio +
identification”, “speech + identification”, “sound + identification”, “voiceprint”, “record-
ing/audio + noise reduction”, “speech + enhancement”, respectively).7

 The actual-relative JDs in FP8 were narrowed down through further searching and reading.
 If more than one JDs were related to a specific report9, only one JD was selected (and counted)

as the target JD.
Finally, 193 target JDs (61 for Beijing and 132 for Shanghai) were selected for further analysis. 

Variables: Forty variables were defined and extracted from the target JDs. These variables includes 

type of the case, cause of action, level of court, name of the forensic institute/lab, type/channel of 

1 http://www.chinacourt.org/law/detail/2013/11/id/147242.shtml 
2 http://wenshu.court.gov.cn/ 
3 https://www.itslaw.com/ 
4 https://www.jufaanli.com/ 
5 An investigation of JDs in FP in the courts of some other big cities in China, like Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chongqing 

and Tianjin, are currently being undertaken by the authors. 
6 In the present study, we did not analyze the JDs made by the Supreme People’s Court, which is also located in Beijing. 
7 Occasionally, some terms in Chinese context mismatch their corresponding direct (literal) terms in English. A good 

example is the term “FP”, of which the literal translation in Chinese should be “司法语音学” or “法庭语音学”. As a 

matter of fact, however, the term “声纹鉴定” bears the connotation and denotation of “FP” in China (See Cao, Li and 

Wang (2018) for some academic debates in FP in China).  
8 The actual-relative JDs are restricted to the cases, in which the clients (maybe the judges, prosecutors, police, lawyers 

or interested parties) had formally asked the forensic experts in FP to give forensic phonetic and/or acoustic services and 

the experts had given the clients formal reports. 
9 It is very common that one or more reports would be used in the JDs of the first instance, retrial or second instance. 
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recording, format of recording, specific tasks in FP, methodology of examination, terminology in FP, 

methods of expressing the expert opinions, expert witness in court, acceptance of the expert opinions, 

gender and age of suspects/speakers, etc.  

Preliminary results: 

In the past 12 years (2006-2017)10, ten and five forensic institutes/labs were found to provide services 
in FP in Beijing and Shanghai, respectively. In terms of the cause of action, the civil, criminal and 
administrative accounted for 82.4%, 16.6% and 1.0% of the 193 JDs, respectively. The experts only 
involved in three cases/JDs (about 1.6%=3/193), and were requested to appear in court and give their 
testimonies. As it is not uncommon that several different tasks or different suspects will be involved 
in one case/JD, the number of the tasks11 in all 193 JDs were calculated in order to clarify the whole 
status of every task more precisely. 312 tasks in total were found, including 164 tasks for forensic 
voice comparison (FVC). With respect to the expert opinions of the FVC, four scales other than 
“possible non-identification” were found to be used to express the conclusion (a five-level verbal 
probability scale framework is recommended in Mainland China, see Cao, Li and Wang (2018)). 
Figure 1 illustrates the results for both the number of every specific task and the percentage of every 
scale used in practice for the FVC task. Unfortunately, only 53 (40 males and 13 females) sus-
pects/speakers’ ages could be found or calculated from the 164 FVC tasks. Surprisingly, the average 
age of these speakers are more than 40 (mean 41.5, standard deviation 10.9, range from 26 to 71) 
years. Some other interesting results will also be shown and discussed in future reports.  

Figure 1. (Left) A pie chart with numbers for 8 specific tasks: FVC, audio authentication (AA), fo-

rensic musicology (FM, i.e. audio or music piracy examination), forensic transcription (FT), audio 

originality examination (AOE), recording time detection (RTD), audio enhancement (AE), original 

recorder examination (ORE). (Right) A pie chart with percentages of probability scales for the 164 

FVC tasks. “Inconclusive (no known samples)” means that in some civil cases, the speakers (al-

ways the defendants) refuse to make a recording for the comparison, so that no known samples 

were available, and the experts had to make an inconclusive conclusion. 
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Ever since the first two laboratories of forensic phonetics (FP) in China1 were established in the late 
1980s (Wang, Li and Cao 2012), FP in China has undergone a continuing development. However, 
research findings and casework practices were mainly published and reported in Chinese. As a result, 
Chinese FP may appear mysterious to the colleagues around the world. The purpose of this presenta-
tion is thus to open the “blackbox” of Chinese FP by reporting on its development in five main areas 
since 2005 (a period when FP develops most rapidly in China). These areas include legislation and 
regulation, industry standards (methodology and framework), expert witness in court, reference da-
tabases and academic debates.  

Legislation and regulation: Since 2005, according to the decision of management of forensic sci-
ence (equal to a law) made by the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress (NPCSC)2, 
the court and judicial administrative department in China cannot have their own labs of forensic sci-
ence3. It is legal to establish forensic labs in the investigation agencies (police, prosecution, national 
security agency and the security departments of the army) for investigation purposes. They cannot do 
forensic casework for social enterprises, public institutions, other organizations or individuals, which 
is not free of charge. However, no similar restrictions were set on the general non-governmental fo-
rensic labs.4 All legal forensic labs should meet the requirements of International Standards Organi-
zation standard ISO 17025. Specifically, the document Guidance on the Application of Accreditation 
Criteria for the Competence of Forensic Units in the Field of forensic Audio and Image5, which 
adapted ISO 17025 to FP, was produced by the China National Accreditation Service for Conformity 
Assessment (document No: CNAS-CL63) in 2017. In order to ensure the maintenance of standards 
and quality assurance in FP, the FP labs should participate in the proficiency testing (PT) at least  
once every two years. Forensic voice comparison (FVC) and authentication of recordings (AR) were 
the most common two PT items given by the PT providers6 in China in the past ten years. In 2009, 
ten labs/agencies were selected as the national forensic labs from about 8000 nationwide forensic 
labs. Nine of the above ten labs do FP casework, but only three of them are non-governmental7.  

1 One was established at the Criminal Investigation Police University of China (the main founder of this lab was the 

professor Junfa Yue in the department of forensic document examination) in 1988, and the other was established in the 

Institute of Forensic Science, Ministry of Public Security in 1989.  
2 http://www.npc.gov.cn/wxzl/gongbao/2015-07/03/content_1942870.htm 
3 The courts and judicial administrative departments could not establish any new forensic science labs or reserve any 

other ones established in the past from 1st Oct, 2005.  
4 In practice, basically speaking, the general non-governmental forensic labs do many civil cases and a part of criminal 

cases (all of  them should be paid), but the forensic labs in the investigation agencies usually do most of the criminal 

cases.  
5 https://www.cnas.org.cn/images/rkgf/sysrk/rkyyzz/2017/03/17/97DE788DB23FD3098EC7DA1C24678F8B.pdf 
6 For FP and many other forensic science disciplines, the biggest PT provider in China is the Academy of Forensic Science. 
7 As a matter of fact, all of the three labs are not private, but belong to universities or research institute. 
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Industry standards: Since 2006, several FP standards/guidelines including FVC, AR, speech en-
hancement and transcription have been established. For FVC, it was clearly stipulated that the audi-
tory-phonetic plus acoustic-phonetic method be recommendatory and a verbal probability scale 
framework (5 levels)8 should be used to express the conclusion (Ministry of Public Security 2006, 
Ministry of Justice 2010, Standardization Administration of PRC 2017). Although other frameworks, 
such as the binary decision framework was reported to be used by some individual practitioner (cf. 
the survey of Gold and French (2011), see table 4 in P299), the verbal probability scale framework is 
by far most widely adopted nationally.  

Expert witness in court: Although all practitioners in forensic science have obligation to appear in 
court as expert witnesses according to the decision of NPCSC in 2005, to the author’s knowledge, 
very few FP practitioners have been called to go to the court to be questioned. For the moment, even 
they did it, the lawyers could hardly make valid or substantive questions technically.  

Reference databases: At least one huge reference database, belonging to  the Ministry of Public 
Security, which included more than 1 500 000 adult young Chinese speakers, was established for the 
research of forensic automatic speaker recognition. For traditional (non-automatic) FP research, sev-
eral small corpora were established by different institutes. The number of speakers of the vast major-
ity of these corpora are less than 1 000, and actually always below 100. The factors like age, gender 
and speaking style are often considered, however the region, class, occupation, dialect, body size and 
so on are not controlled strictly in the process of establishing such similar databases. 

Academic debates: The corresponding terminology of “FP” in China has several appellations, like 
“声纹鉴定”, “司法语音学”, “法庭语音学”, “语音鉴定”, “司法语音检验”, “司法录音检验”, etc.9 
The likelihood ratio (LR) framework is also very controversial in China. Although the modern think-
ing of Bayesian (including LR) conceptual framework is accepted in principle, till now, the fully 
numerical LR framework is still not accepted by the majority of the FP practitioners, not only owing 
to the apparent shortage of LR system (e.g. absence of population statistics, many phonetic features 
cannot be quantified, etc.), but also because the judges care least of the framework itself, but the final 
conclusion whether the speaker is identified or not (Cao, et.al. 2013). To some extent, at least for now, 
the majority of FP practitioners do not have strong pressure or motivation to change the framework 
from classical probability scale to LR.  
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literally translated as “voiceprint identification”, it does bear the connotation and denotation of “FP”. 
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This study examines fundamental frequency (F0) of 165 young Canadian adults (aged 18-28 at time 
of recording) and represents preliminary work completed for the RCMP-funded ‘Sociophonetic Var-
iation in Canadian Voices, Dialects, and Languages’ project. This project comprises the first-ever 
large-scale acoustic phonetic analysis of both official languages of Canada for forensic voice com-
parison purposes. The purpose of the present study is to establish descriptive and baseline values of 
F0 variation for speakers of Canadian English and Canadian French, which previously has not been 
studied in detail. 

Analysis 

Recordings were obtained from the RCMP Voice ID database which was collected between 2010 and 
2016. Participants in the database read texts in English and/or French and were recorded via four 
different devices: a high-quality microphone, landline telephone, cellphone, and a covert microphone. 
Table 1 outlines the total number of participants in the database as of March 2016, and the subset 
included in the current analysis, by gender, native language, and bilingual status. At this stage, we 
focused only on the English language, high-quality microphone condition. Sound files were submit-
ted to an automated forced-alignment procedure (Prosody-lab Aligner; Gorman, Howell, & Wagner, 
2011), which created Praat text grids with interval tiers containing orthographic and phonemic seg-
ments corresponding to the sounds contained in the audio file. 

Table 1. Number of participants in total and in current data set by Gender, L1, and Language Ability. 

Total in Database as of 
2016-03 

Included in Current 
Analysis 

Gender 
Female 472 83 
Male 455 82 
L1 

Can English 494 96 
Can French 238 69 

Can En-Fr Simultaneous 52 
Other 143 

Language Ability 
Bilingual 432 142 

Monolingual 495 23 
Total 927 165 

Our analysis consists of three parts. First, we extracted a global F0 measurement from stressed vowels 
found in 20 spoken phrases per speaker. The phrases consisted of Lists 3 and 6 of the Harvard Sen-
tences (IEEE, 1969). A Praat script was used to calculate the duration of each stressed vowel, and 
measure the F0 value at the temporal midpoint along with minimum and maximum F0 values within 
the vowel's duration. F0 measurements were restricted to within ±2 standard deviations for the mean 
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of each gender (i.e. separately for males and females). This restriction helped reduce calculation er-
rors resulting from the automaticity of measurements in Praat. 

Additionally, we analyzed two range-related measures: F0 decline across a selected phrase (“Adding 
fast leads to wrong sums”), and F0 decline across a complex verb phrase (VP; “It snowed, rained, 
and hailed in the same morning”). The last two analyses provide a preliminary test of the claim that 
F0 declination is “linguistically controlled” (Yuan & Liberman, 2014) and therefore subject to cross-
linguistic variation.  

Results 

Figure 1, below, displays overall patterns in mean F0 for male and female speakers by year of birth. 
Our main findings confirm statistically significant F0 patterns across gender, age, language ability, 
phrase, and complex VP. These findings demonstrate that, as expected, male speakers have lower 
mean F0 values than females, but the difference between males’ and females’ F0 reduces with in-
creasing age. Bilingual males tend to have a higher F0 overall, in addition to beginning phrases and 
complex VPs with a higher F0 than their monolingual counterparts. This suggests bilingualism may 
play some role in influencing a speaker’s F0, though this requires further exploration. 

Detailed results of the three analyses for both male and female speakers will be presented, along with 
caveats regarding the generalizability of our findings. 

Figure 1. Overall F0 patterns for male and female speakers by birth year. 
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Introduction 

Presented are two publications, which possibly did not receive the necessary attention that they de-
serve. The first: “Jahrhundertverbrechen – Bruno Richard Hauptmann und die Entführung des Lind-
bergh-Babys” published by Dantz and Oehl (2014). It contains the autobiography of the German 
immigrant Hauptmann, who was convicted for the kidnap and murder of the son of Charles Lind-
bergh, the famous aviator who crossed the Atlantic in 1927. The book and the investigation attracted 
country-wide media attention (See Spiegel TV documentary 2012). However, as it is written in Ger-
man, internationally this publication remains largely unknown. The second publication is by Yarmey, 
Yarmey, and Todd (2008): “Frances McGehee (1912–2004): the First Earwitness Researcher”. The 
authors provide a brief outline of the voice identification evidence presented by the State in the above-
mentioned Hauptmann trial, but also describe the (academic) life of McGehee, the first to study the 
reliability of voice recognition. As both works shed a new light on the history and lives of the people 
we thought we knew, they are a must-read for any scientist in forensic phonetics or any expert dealing 
with voice-based evidence.  

Jahrhundertverbrechen – Bruno Richard Hauptmann und die Entführung des Lind-
bergh-Babys 

Reason for this poster, more than 80 years after Hauptmann’s death, is a rather unusual document 
published in 2014 in Kamenz - a small town north of Dresden and, not unimportant, the birthplace of 
Hauptmann. The publication was initiated by two men, the mayor of Kamenz and a local journalist, 

who decided, that from a legal perspective it was crucial 
that the public should finally read the informative auto-
biography “Mutter, ich bin unschuldig” that Hauptmann 
wrote in the last weeks before his execution. Here he 
gives an account of his childhood, the hard times after 
the war, his wish for a better life in America and finally 
the happy times with his young family up until his arrest 
and the subsequent trial.  

The publication of this autobiography had been halted 
by Hitler and Göring out of respect for their friends, the 
Lindbergh couple, who were about to visit Germany a 
few months later. Fortunately, a relative of Hauptmann, 
Mr. Wendt had successfully managed to hide a copy. 
Both editors were assisted by Robert Bryan, the lawyer 
of widow Anna Hauptmann, who, until her death in 
1994, had fought with the New Jersey courts to have the 
case re-opened. Bryan conducted a large number of in-
terviews and succeeded in obtaining access to casefiles 
of the FBI, the New Jersey State Police and the State 
Governor. Chapter two contains Bryan’s disturbing find-
ings: witnesses were offered payment, experts pressured 
to change their testimony and Lindbergh had supposedly 
stated beforehand that he could not identify the voice.  
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Frances McGehee (1912–2004): the First Earwitness Researcher 

In this article the authors provide a detailed but also critical description of the scientific contributions 
of Frances McGehee and provide a brief sketch of her life. This researcher and psychologist, moti-
vated by the Hauptmann trial, was the first to study the effect of time delay on speaker recognition 
(McGehee, 1937, 1944).  
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A well-established finding in auditory voice recognition is that listeners’ recognition perfor-
mance is higher when they are familiar with the language (language familiarity effect; LFE). For 
example, voice recognition is better in the native language of the listener than in a non-native lan-
guage (Goggin et al., 1991, Köster & Schiller, 1997). This effect could be found in pre-linguistic 
developmental stages (Johnson et al., 2011) and within language for listeners lacking phonological 
processing abilities, for example as a result of dyslexia (Perrachione et al., 2011). The pre-linguistic 
results as well as further studies on adults using unintelligible but phonologically intact speech (Flem-
ing et al., 2014) suggest that the LFE is less related to language comprehension than to knowledge of 
the language specific phonological system. This means that listeners who do not have certain phono-
logical contrasts in their own language might find it difficult to interpret such information in other 
languages, similar to the linguistic interpretation of acoustic information in speech.  

Here, we report on research in which we test the hypothesis that the LFE exists for prosodic 
variability between languages. We argue that if differences in the phonological system between lan-
guages are responsible for the LFE, then differences in the prosodic phenomena should contribute to 
the effect. For this reason, we tested between speaker differences of intonation contours produced by 
speakers of a tone language (Thai) and speakers of a non-tone language (German). In the present 
research, we studied the between speaker variability between Thai and German intonation contours 
to understand how well they might lend themselves to carry between-speaker information that may 
aid voice recognition. Since tone languages require a stricter control over the fundamental frequency 
of particular segmental tones, we expected that intonation in tone languages should be less variable 
between speakers. 

100 sentence utterances of each 11 speakers of Thai and 11 of Swiss German (all female) 
were selected according to length and number of syllable criteria. Intonation contours were normal-
ized in frequency by calculating z-scores for each speaker and in time by setting utterance total dura-
tion to 1. Fig. 1 shows an example of normalized intonation contours as a function of duration for the 
same sentence of all speakers of German (top graph) and a temporally comparable sentence of Thai 
(bottom graph). The example reveals that there is visually much more overlap in the intonation con-
tours produced by the Thai speakers compared to the German speakers. Correlation coefficients (r) 
for duration normalized intonation contours were calculated for each within-language and sentence 
speaker pair and were averaged for each sentence. The distribution of all correlation coefficients for 
Thai was significantly higher than for German (Fig. 2) suggesting that there is overall a measurable 
higher similarity between between-speaker realizations of intonation contours in Thai.  

We assume that the presence of the vocalic tone system reduces between-speaker variability 
in intonation contours measurably. Effects of this phenomenon on speaker recognition ability of lis-
teners of tone languages are unclear. Provided that German listeners pay attention to between speaker 
intonation contour variability, we expect that their recognition performance would suffer when rec-
ognizing speakers with Thai intonation variability. Given that Thai listeners might pay attention to 
various other detail in between speaker tone variability, it is unclear whether Thai listener may not 
make use of some language specific tone or intonation related detail in the recognition of individuals. 
This might be particularly true since they need to pay higher attention to the linguistic function of 
tone. We are currently testing such hypotheses using auditory speaker recognition tasks.  
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Figure 1. Example of intona-
tion contours of 11 speakers of 
German (top graph) and 11 
speakers of Thai (bottom 
graph) both reading an identi-
cal sentence in their language.  
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Figure 2. Distributions of 
mean correlation coefficients 
(averaged across all possible 
intonation contour compari-
sons of each sentence, see fig. 
1) for each of 100 sentences of
Swiss German (left) and Thai
(right).
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Observational evidence since 1983 in the US -- and earlier in the UK (Peter French, personal 
communication) -- has suggested that speakers may be reliably subdivided into those whose F3 
closely tracks F2, and those whose F3 remains steady, irrespective of the dynamics of F2. This can 
be expressed as the measured covariance of F2 and F3. 

Lest there be any doubt about the linguistic nature of a high, steady F3, that formant is always 
found to be lowered in rhotics, irrespective of the covariance of the formants in other sounds.  Thus, 
in syllables containing a rhotic sound, the F3 —and along with it, F2— of the nucleus descends 
into, or rises out of, an adjacent rhotic. Apart from rhotic syllables, however, the observed patterns 
of covariance hold. 

The distinguishing effect of formant covariance was cited by the defense in a 1985 criminal trial, 
People v. Paul Prinzivalli (Labov & Harris 2013; Rose 2002).  Some circumstantial evidence, such 
as earwitness identification by Mr. Prinzivalli’s acquaintances (though not by his immediate 
supervisor, or the persons who worked most closely with him), indicated that he was likely the 
person who had phoned in 24 bomb threats to Pan American World Airways. Evidence proffered by 
Peter Ladefoged and by the first author about the different degrees of covariance between Mr. 
Prinzivalli and the unknown voice on the bomb threat recordings was instrumental in obtaining a 
verdict of ‘not guilty’ from the judge, who described the acoustic evidence as “objective” and 
“powerful”. 

In addition to such case studies, statistical measures from the associated recordings will be 
presented.  We will argue for the need for systematic study of this phenomenon. 
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Introduction 
In casework when confronted with a recording with a foreign accent, the forensic phonetician 
focuses on defining the native language of the disputed speaker and, if possible, tries to detect 
dialectal features that may indicate the region, where he/she comes from or where the speaker learnt 
his/her L2-language. This study is part of the “Contrastive Phonetics: German vs. East-European 
languages” project; motivated by a recent speaker-profiling case involving speech samples in 
German spoken with a foreign accent, the aim of the project is to identify the unique characteristics 
of a selection of East-European languages and study their influence on L2-German. The results of 
this study should contribute to the field of forensic phonetics and LADO (Language Analysis for the 
Determination of Origin). This poster focuses on the typical features of a Hungarian accent in 
German.

Overview of the most important differences: German vs Hungarian

Vowels
The German vowel system has 16 vowels, whereas the Hungarian system contains 14 vowels. While 
the German language has the vowels / ɪ, ʊ, ɔ, ɑ / as lax and short counterpart of the vowels /i, u, o, 
a /, in Hungarian the long-short pairing only exists for the vowels / i, u, o / (Mády, 2001). A 
Hungarian speaker would potentially replace the vowel [ɔ] by an [ɑ] or an [o], the [ʊ] by an [u], the 
[ɪ] by [ɛ] and the [a] by an [ɑ]. Short vowels are probably prolonged (Mády, 2001). The central 
vowels /ə/ and /ɐ/ that typically appear in the German language in unstressed syllables, do not exist 
in the Hungarian language. As there is no syllable reduction in Hungarian, these central vowels may 
be replaced by /ɛ/ or /ɑ/ respectively (Mády, 2001).

Consonants
In German the phoneme /r/ can be realized as [ʁ], [R], [r] or vocalized in postvocalic position as [ɐ].
In Hungarian, the /r/ is realized only as [r] (Szende, 1994). Therefore it is expected that Hungarian
speakers only produce the [r]-variant when speaking German. Slightly more complicated is the
vocalized realization: in reading, influenced by orthography, it is expected to be produced as [r]. In
words that were learnt purely auditorily (the frequent German word Uhr could be such a word),
subjects are expected to substitute /r/ with the Hungarian vowels [a].

Also, contrary to German, Hungarian has consonantal gemination (Mády, 2001). Hungarian 
speakers might therefore prolong some of the German consonants. 
In German word initial unvoiced plosives are aspirated, while in Hungarian aspiration does not exist 
(Mády, 2001). It is expected that Hungarian speakers do not aspirate their unvoiced plosives in 
German; as a result, their plosives may be perceived as voiced by German native listeners (Mády, 
2001).

Hungarian has regressive voice assimilation, whereas German has progressive voice assimilation

(Mády, 2001). It is expected that this feature is transferred into German, like in da[z] Geld, 'the
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money'. 

Only the most consistent features were analyzed in detail, i.e. those features that were consistently
observed in the recordings of all subjects.

Method

Audio recordings of three Hungarian native speakers and two German native speaker were analyzed
producing read and spontaneous speech in German and Hungarian. The read part consisted of a text
(“Nordwind  und  Sonne”),  a  word  list  of  7  two-syllable  words,  containing  the  long  vowels  in
German  and  26  sentences  (containing  specific  sounds  or  sound  clusters  judged  particularly
problematic for L2-learners). Spontaneous speech was produced as part of a map reading task, once
in German and once in Hungarian. The F1-F2 vowel formants were measured for /ɪ/, /ʊ/, /a/ and /ɔ/
were compared to the formants of the German speaker.  Also the realisation of /r/  was checked
perceptually and by means of spectrographic analysis. In the same way, voice assimilation was
tested. 

Preliminary results

Based on the preliminary analysis of two male speakers (one Hungarian compared to one German),
the vocalized /r/  contrary to the expectation turned out to  be realized as [ɛ]  most often by the
Hungarian speaker. 
As expected, regressive assimilation was consistently observed.
Figure 1 shows that the Hungarian speaker produces a much more midcentralized and more open [ɪ]
compared to  the  German speaker.  The Hungarian [a]  is  more  retracted  and lowered and could
possibly go in the direction of [ɑ]. The Hungarian speaker's [ʊ] is also more open and the [ɔ] is
retracted. 

Figure 1. Mean F1-F2 formants for the vowels /ɪ/, /ʊ/, /a/ and /ɔ/ of a Hungarian male speaker
reading “Nordwind und Sonne” compared with F1 and F2 values for a native German 
speaker. 
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Background 
Nowadays in forensic casework it is often the case, that the disputed speaker exhibits a foreign ac-
cent. The analyst then focuses on defining the country of origin and the native language of the 
speaker and, when possible, tries to detect dialectal features that may indicate the region, where the 
disputed speaker comes from or the region, where he learnt his L2-language.  

This study is part of the “Contrastive Phonetics: German vs. East-European languages” project; mo-
tivated by a recent speaker-profiling case involving speech samples in German spoken with a for-
eign accent, the aim of the project is to identify the unique characteristics of a selection of East-
European languages and study their  influence on L2-German. The results of this study should con-
tribute to the field of forensic phonetics and LADO (Language Analysis for the Determination of 
Origin). This study focuses on the Russian accent in German. 

What to expect 

Vowels 
The Russian phoneme system consists of five vowels, whereas the German system has 16 vowels. 
In Russian, diphthongs and front rounded vowels do not exist. This could lead to pronunciation dif-
ficulties when speaking German. In Russian, long and short vowels are not differentiated; it can 
therefore be expected that the German long vowels will be pronounced shorter by Russian speakers. 

Consonants 
The phoneme /r/, that can be vocalized in German in some contexts, is in Russian always realized as 
[r]. It can be expected that Russian speakers keep this realization whilst speaking German. As the 
consonants [h] and [ç] do not exist in Russian, they might be replaced by a similar sound, i.e. [x]. In 
German, the orthographic clusters <ng> and <nk> are pronounced [ŋ] and [ŋk], respectively. As the 
[ŋ] does not exist in Russian, it is expected that speakers will pronounce it as it is written, i.e. [ng] 
and [nk]. For further information on negative transfer from Russian into German, see Böttger 
(2008). 

Methodology 
In total, 8 speakers (4 female, 4 male) were recorded producing read and spontaneous speech. The 
read text Nordwind und Sonne ‘The North Wind and the Sun’ will be used to measure the proficien-
cy in German using the Levenshtein distance, a parameter used to measure differences between the 
pronunciation in dialects (Heeringa 2004) and used to measure distance in foreign accents in Eng-
lish (Wieling et al. 2014). With this method it is expected that speakers who are less fluent in Ger-
man show a higher distance from the standard language and vice versa. The Levenshtein Distance 
Analysis will also enable us to determine the features in Russian that are most likely to remain in 
German even at advanced proficiency levels. 
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Preliminary results 
Based on the preliminary analysis of 6 speakers (3 female, 3 male), the most prominent features 
were the following: 

• Retention of the [r] in all contexts, no r-vocalization
• Shortening of long vowels in German, e.g. /aː/ as [a], /iː/ as [i], /uː/ as [u]
• No glottal stop between two vowels as in be[ʔ]achten ‘note’
• The speakers, even when very fluent, show difficulties pronouncing the German front

rounded vowels, e.g. /yː/ is produced as [u]
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Recent work (Gully, Daffern & Murphy, 2018; Arnela et al., 2016) has demonstrated the viability 
of three-dimensional (3D) acoustic models of the vocal tract for obtaining detailed information 
about vocal acoustics. This paper presents an overview of a dynamic 3D vocal tract modelling tech-
nique and outlines some potential applications to forensic phonetics, including a forthcoming pro-
gramme of research mapping simulated vocal tract parameters to the vocal profile analysis (VPA) 
scheme (Laver, 1991). 

The dynamic 3D vocal tract model 

The vocal tract model under study (Gully, Daffern, & Murphy, 2018) uses a digital waveguide 
mesh (DWM) modelling technique to simulate acoustic propagation through a 3D representation of 
the vocal tract, whose size and shape are obtained from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data of 
the upper airway. The shape of the airway is mapped to acoustic admittance parameters throughout 
the DWM, and this admittance map is varied during simulation runs to alter the effective shape of 
the airway and hence generate dynamic speech elements such as diphthongs, as illustrated in Figure 
1 (overleaf). 

By reproducing the detailed 3D geometry of the vocal tract and applying a suitable source stimulus, 
synthetic speech is obtained which retains many of the perceptual identifying characteristics of nat-
ural speech (Gully, 2017). The model is therefore a useful tool for controlled study of the vocal tract 
in a number of applications including forensic phonetics. 

Forensic applications of vocal tract model 

The presence of a highly detailed, controllable vocal tract model has important implications for fo-
rensic phonetics, and may be leveraged to help address a number of issues. For example, by detailed 
morphoacoustic analysis such as that recently used for ear shapes (Zolfaghari at al., 2017), it may 
be possible to determine which specific structures in the vocal tract are most significant for speaker 
identification. Atypical vocal tract features – such as piercings, missing teeth or scarring – can be 
easily accounted for in the model to determine their potential effect on the acoustic output, despite 
their relative paucity in the population data. Furthermore, it is possible to generate stimuli for per-
ceptual experiments based on degrees of articulatory, rather than acoustic, change, which may pro-
vide additional insight into speaker identification. 

The current work seeks to map the well-known vocal profile analysis (VPA) scheme (Laver, 1991) 
to parameters of the vocal tract model such as shape and stiffness. MRI data from trained phoneti-
cians using the different VPA settings will be collected and used to inform the model. The result 
will be a valuable tool for forensic phoneticians with a number of applications including the devel-
opment of training material for VPA users. 
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Figure 1. An illustration of the synthesis of diphthongs from MRI-based vocal tract data: MRI im-
ages for (a) vowel /ɔ/ and (b) vowel /ɪ/ are segmented to obtain 3D airway shapes (c) and (d), which 
include the volume of air in front of the face, and the simulated airway is varied during simulation 
to produce the synthetic diphthong /ɔɪ/, for which the spectrogram (e) illustrates formant transitions. 
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Concealing identities in various ways is a common practice among perpetrators. Voice disguise is 
one type of strategies that are particularly common when perpetrators are making false emergency, 
threatening, phishing and ransom phone calls. Different types of voice disguise exist; they can be 
broadly classified as either deliberate vs. non-deliberate or electronic vs. non-electronic (Rodman 
1998). What we are focusing on is the deliberate electronic disguise.  

It is becoming easy and costless to disguise voice electronically nowadays. A search in the 
App store and Google Play store showed hundreds of mobile applications exist for such a purpose. 
Most of these applications have similar functions, such as changing a male voice to a female voice 
and vice versa. Other functions include transforming a person’s voice to a celebrity’s voice, an “alien” 
voice, a “chipmunk” voice, or a robot voice. The vast availability of such voice changer applications 
could be an attractive disguising choice for people plotting an offence. Even if the number of 
caseworks involving electronic disguise may still not be big yet, it is important for the forensic 
community to take a preemptive measure by studying (1) how electronic disguise may affect the 
acoustic measures that have been found to be potentially useful to capture individual differences; and 
(2) to what extent electronic disguise may “fool” automatic speaker recognition systems.

For the present study, we disguised speaker samples by changing a male voice to a female 
voice and vice versa, because it is the most common function for most mobile apps. We used Praat 
for signal manipulations instead of a particular app because on the one hand, we do not have the 
knowledge as which particular apps potential perpetrators are likely to use, and on the other hand, the 
underlying signal processing procedures should be very similar. Next, all manipulated sound files 
were re-sampled (new Fs = 8000 Hz), bandpass filtered (passing band = 300-3200 Hz), and re-
quantized (new bit-depth = 8) to simulate the telephone transmission effect.      

The audio files we used are the TEVOID corpus (Dellwo et al. 2015), which contains 16 
speakers (8f8m), each produced 256 Zurich German sentences. The original corpus was used for the 
“original” condition, and the manipulated sound files were used for the “disguised” condition. For 
the moment, we used two of the intensity-based rhythm measures (He and Dellwo 2016) and test how 
disguise may affect the measures. These measures were varcoM (the variation coefficient of mean 
syllable intensities across a sentence) and varcoP (the variation coefficient of syllable peak intensity 
across a sentence). Electronic disguise changes the frequency components significantly, however, 
whether the temporal variability of intensity is seriously affected or not is not clear. Because such 
measures capture the articulatory aspect, which may not be completely destroyed by the disguising 
process. 

Figures 1 (left) and 1 (right) are the scatter plots of varcoM and varcoP illustrating the 
relationships between the disguised and original conditions. VarcoM shows a clear linear relationship, 
but varcoP indicated increasing heteroscedasticity as the value increases. This suggests that varcoM 
may not be seriously affect by the signal manipulation procedure. We further looked at between- and 
within-speaker variability (Figure 2). It is clear that the degree of between-speaker variability in each 
of the “original” and “disguised” conditions was similar. Within-speaker differences between the two 
conditions were roughly the same for all speakers. This may suggest that such signal processing 
procedure systematically increases the varcoM values for all speakers. An important future work is 
to find what causes such a systematic increase. In addition to that, we will test other acoustic features, 
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and run automatic speaker recognition experiments to have a fuller view of the effects electronic 
voice disguise may bring about. 
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Figure 1 Scatter plots illustrating the 
relationships between disguised and non-disguised conditions in varcoM (left, R2 = 0.57) and varcoP 
(right, R2 = 0.19). 

Figure 2 Boxplots showing the by-speaker distributions of varcoM in both original (yellow) and 
disguised conditions (red). 
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Remorse is used as a mitigating and aggravating factor in jurisdictions across the world. However, 
these judgements of defendant’s remorse are usually no more than subjective assertions (Rossmanith, 
2015, p. 171-172 & 185). This study will investigate whether there are any acoustic cues to a lay 
listener’s perception of remorse in the voice. It follows on from Belin, Boeheme and McAleer’s 
(2017) study that suggests that there are acoustic cues to trustworthiness in the voice. Other studies 
specifically related to remorse are those into facial expressions (Funk, Walker & Torodov, 2016; 
MacLin, Downs, MacLin & Caspers, 2009) and body language (Bandes, 2015).   

Stimuli 

The stimuli will consist of sixteen voice samples. Suprasegmental features in some samples will be 
artificially manipulated to determine if an acoustic cue such as intonation contour may have a bearing 
on the perception of remorse. Table 1 shows the combinations of acoustic manipulations planned. 
The speaker that will create the stimuli for the test will be a native speaker of a language other than 
English, while all participants will be required to be native English speakers with no knowledge of 
the chosen language. This will help to prevent unconscious bias that may be created by the semantic 
content of the utterances. The speaker will be provided with a parable with a remorseful element to 
read out for controlled stimuli that will be easily manipulated acoustically. However, they will also 
be asked to retell the story as if to an audience in an attempt to elicit some acted remorse from the 
speaker so that this may be included within the stimuli. The stimuli will be subject to a pilot study to 
determine their viability for the main study and ensure that the manipulations sound as much like 
natural speech as possible.  

The study 

The study will be distributed via the online survey service Qualtrics. Participants will be told that the 
speaker of the sixteen voice samples is giving testimony in court. This is to impose a forensic element 
on the test and help to make the test as engaging as possible. The participants will be asked to rate 
the voice samples on their perception of various emotions in the voice using a Likert scale. Other 
emotions will be included to minimise any attention drawn to remorse specifically to avoid any 
priming or bias on their perceptions. However, they will be confined to emotions considered to be 
relatable and understandable, e.g. fear, happiness, sadness, anger etc.  

Results 

The responses will be analysed quantitatively, interpreting which sole or jointly manipulated features 
(if any) convey the most and least remorse. This may uncover any underlying patterns that indicate 
specific features as acoustic cues to remorse.  The identification of acoustic cues to remorse could 
help to highlight acoustic phonetic cues for a trier-of-fact to identify for a more rigorous assessment 
of defendants’ remorse. This may remove the ambiguity and subjectivity as to how remorse is 
interpreted and could create a model for how remorse is produced and perceived, which may be useful 
in sentencing. 
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Table 1. A table showing the acoustic manipulations planned for the 16 voice samples to be used as 

stimuli.  
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Sample Style of 
speech 

Acoustic manipulations 
None Increased 

speaking 
tempo 

Decreased 
speaking 

tempo 

Increased 
average 

F0 

Decreased 
average 

F0 

Rising 
intonation 

Falling 
intonation 

1 Neutral X 
2 Acted 

remorse 
X 

3 Neutral X 
4 Neutral X 
5 Neutral X 
6 Neutral X 
7 Neutral X 

8 Neutral X 
9 Neutral X X X 
10 Neutral X X X 
11 Neutral X X X 
12 Neutral X X X 
13 Neutral X X X 

14 Neutral X X X 
15 Neutral X X X 
16 Neutral X X X 
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Background 

Recent years have witnessed a steep rise in asylum claims. The EU fielded 1.26m claims in 2015 

(Eurostat 2017). Ongoing conflicts suggest that the number of applications is likely to remain high 

for some time to come. 

Many claimants lack documents to prove they meet the legal criteria for asylum. In LADO 

(Language Analysis for the Determination of Origin), an interview occurs in which the applicant is 

asked to speak the language(s) of his/her claimed region of origin or socialisation. The speaker’s 

use of phonology, grammar and vocabulary is compared to descriptions of the features and 

geographical location(s) of relevant language varieties. The resulting analysis is then used to 

determine his/her likely linguistic identity. 

Research questions/methods 

Non-empirical critique dominates the literature on LADO (e.g. Cambier-Langeveld, 2012; Eades, 

2005; Foulkes & Wilson, 2011; Fraser, 2011; Hoskin, in press; Nolan, 2012; Patrick, 2010). This 

PhD project is among the first to address LADO empirically. It focuses on three issues at the centre 

of debate and on two frequently-claimed languages: Kurdish and (Syrian) Arabic.  

First, up-to-date descriptions of many relevant languages are lacking. Thus some LADO agencies, 

rather than rely solely on information available from specialist linguists, consult the ‘folk views’ of 

NSNLs—native speaker non-linguists—on the structure and distribution of languages (Eades, 2005; 

Eades et al. 2003; Fraser, 2009; Fraser, 2011; Patrick, 2010). This practice may be hazardous, 

however, if not subjected to external testing. 

Experiment 1 attempts the empirical validation of NSNLs’ work on the geographical distribution of 

Kurdish. Samples of Kurdish sub-varieties will be sourced from LADO agencies. Descriptive 

accounts will be developed using standard field methods and compared with in-house materials and 

the existing literature (e.g. Matras et al., 2016; Öpengin, & Haig, 2014). 

Second, the proper role of NSNLs in LADO is controversial. Little empirical work has been done to 

explore how or how well NSNLs perform compared to linguists in identifying language imitation. 

This task is essential to LADO, since asylum claimants may falsely profess knowledge of a 

language or language variety and imitate it when interviewed. 

Experiment 2 compares the performance of NSNLs, native-speaker linguists and non-native speaker 

linguists, respectively, in detecting language imitation. Speech recordings, elicited via the sorts of 

questions typically asked in LADO interviews, will be assembled. The subjects will be native 

Syrian Arabic speakers responding by turns in their native and one or more Arabic varieties, which 

they will imitate. The subjects will have been judged as skilled in imitating Arabic varieties other 

than their own by a second group of native Syrian Arabic-speaking informants, who are also trained 
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linguists. Recordings will be sent to Syrian Arabic-speaking NSNLs, native speaker Syrian Arabic 

linguists and non-native speaker linguists with specialism in Syrian Arabic , each of whom will be 

asked: (i) to judge when a speaker is imitating; (ii) to identify as precisely as possible what variety 

is being imitated in each instance; (iii) to explain their decisions. 

Finally, LADO currently depends on analysis of recorded speech. The reliability of results rests on 

the competence of the analyst and the quality of the sample, but there may be doubt about either or 

both. Developing new techniques thus merits consideration. Native speakers can ‘unpack’ spoken 

language more easily than non-natives. Non-natives are unable, for example, to repeat language 

stimuli accurately, and their repetitions become steadily worse over time (Moosmüller, 2011). 

Experiment 3 aims to to develop such tasks for use in LADO. Recordings of vernacular 

Arabic/Kurdish will be sampled to reflect natural conversation. Native and non-native speakers will 

be asked to repeat what they hear in the samples, repeatedly, and to deconstruct it. If the task 

reliably separates natives from non-natives, materials can be prepared for use in LADO interviews. 

Conclusion 

This PhD project develops applied empirical research on languages and techniques central to 

LADO. In subjecting LADO to unprecedented empirical scrutiny, it seeks to ease controversy about 

NSNL performance and investigate innovative approaches to identifying dialect imitation. It aims to 

improve the robustness and transparency of LADO and in turn contribute to fair outcomes for 

asylum claimants and governments. 
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A body of research has shown the value of semi-automatic speaker recognition (SASR) based on long 
term formant distributions (LTFDs), with studies reporting equal error rates (EERs) of as low as 3% 
(Becker et al. 2008, Jessen et al. 2014). Much of this work has focused on matched conditions. 
Further, previous work has largely looked at system-level performance. However, a system with good 
overall validity may still have difficulties with the specific voices in a given forensic case. It is 
therefore important to understand more about the behaviour of individuals within systems and, 
ideally, identify ‘problem’ speakers prior to analysis (see Alexander et al. 2014, Ajili et al. 2016). In 
this paper we examine the effects of mismatched conditions on SASR performance and examine those 
speakers who are most and least sensitive to channel variation. 

Task 1 and Task 2 recordings of 97 speakers from the DyViS corpus (Nolan et al. 2009) were 
analysed. The studio recording of Task 1 was used as the suspect sample. Four versions of the Task 
2 recording were used as the offender sample: (1) near-end studio recording, (2) landline telephone 
recording, (3) high bit-rate (12.2kb/s) GSM recording and (4) low bit-rate (4.75kb/s) GSM recording. 
The GSM samples were created using the AMR Speech Codec Platform developed at the University 
of Auckland (see Alzqhoul et al. 2014). From each sample, 60 seconds of vowel material was used 
to extract F1, F2 and F3 frequencies, bandwidths and deltas (9 dimensional feature vector). Cross-
validated, calibrated log likelihood ratios (LLRs) were computed using the GMM-UBM approach 
(Reynolds et al 2001) and logistic regression calibration. System validity was assessed using EER 
and Cllr (Brümmer and du Preez 2006). 

Table 1. System performance for the four conditions (false hits/misses based on LLR threshold of 0) 

Suspect 
(Task1) 

Offender 
(Task2) 

EER 
(%) 

False hits 
(%) 

Misses 
(%) 

Cllr

(1) HQ HQ 10.33 11.58 8.24 0.37 
(2) HQ Landline 25.95 31.06 17.53 0.73 
(3) HQ GSM (HQ) 31.71 34.94 24.74 0.81 
(4) HQ GSM (LQ) 31.99 34.19 28.87 0.83 

Table 1 shows system validity across the four conditions. As predicted, there was a marked drop-off 
in performance for the mismatched conditions compared with the matched condition. The worst 
performance was found using the GSM samples, although there was no great effect of bit-rate. Within 
the system, individual speakers were found to behave differently. Figure 1 displays a zooplot 
(following Alexander et al. 2014) of the speakers with the highest and lowest means and standard 
deviations of LLRs produced across the four conditions. Voice quality was not found to be a predictor 
of an individual’s position within the zoo-space. However, speakers who produced stronger evidence 
overall were found to be more variable in terms of their LRs. Speakers with high mean F3 also 
produced more LR variability. In this paper, we will expand on the reasons behind the behaviour of 
individual speakers within the system. 
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Figure 1. Zooplot of speakers with the highest and lowest means and standard deviations across the 
four conditions (speaker numbers are at the mean for each axis; ellipses are ±1 standard deviation) 
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Background research 

Individual differences in identity recognition research has primarily focused on phonagnosia 
(e.g., Aglieri et al., 2017; Garrido et al., 2009) and prosopagnosia (e.g., Duchaine & Nakayama, 
2005; Evans, Heggs, Antoun, & Hodges, 1995), that relate to voice and face recognition deficits, 
respectively. However, recent research has identified the existence of super-recognisers (SRs), 
in-dividuals with exceptional face recognition ability (Russell, Duchaine, & Nakayama, 2009). 
These SRs score highly on behavioural tests of unfamiliar face recognition and face matching. For 
exam-ple, SRs have been suggested to be important for recruitment in security environments, such 
as po-lice and passport control (e.g., Davis, Lander, Evans, & Jansari, 2016).  

Study 1 – The relationship between face and voice recognition: A correlational anal-
ysis 

Despite research on super-face-recognition, no research has examined the existence of su-
per-voice-recognisers. For the proposed research, correlational analyses will examine the relation-
ship between unfamiliar face, and unfamiliar and familiar voice recognition ability. Study 1 hypoth-
esises that there will be a positive correlation between face and voice recognition ability 
perfor-mance, given the similarities found between voice and face recognition (e.g., Yovel & Belin, 
2013). A second hypothesis for Study 1 is the super-face-recognisers will also perform significantly 
better than controls on both face and voice recognition tests. Approximately 5,000 adult 
participants will be invited from a large pre-existing database of varied-ability individuals, of 
which research has suggested 25% should participate (n=1,250). Super-face-recognisers are 
identified from scores that are two standard deviations above the population mean of face 
recognition tests. The relationship between pre-existing data from the Cambridge Face Memory 
Test-Long Form (Russell et al., 2009) and the Glasgow Face Matching Test (Burton, White, & 
McNeill, 2010) will be measured with a famous/familiar and unfamiliar voice recognition test.  

Study 2 – Development of the voice recognition test 

Study 2 will first involve a series of pilot studies, each containing different factors that have 
demonstrated a reduction in voice recognition performance, i.e., disguised voices (e.g., Bartle & 
Dellwo, 2015), voice distortions (e.g., Mullennix et al., 2010) etc. These pilot studies aim to devel-
op a test battery of stimuli that involve the factors that reduce the performance in voice recognition 
ability, to be used in a new voice recognition test. Item Response Theory (Rizopoulos, 2006) will be 
used to assess the item difficulty and discriminate abilities within these difficulty levels, for which 
the more difficult items will be selected. High-scorers from Study 1 (n≈20) and average-ability con-
trol participants (n≈20) will be invited to try out the new voice recognition test, in order to assess 
any super-voice-recognition ability. 
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Future directions 

Future research will aim to examine individual differences in super-recognition for faces 
and voices. In particular, one study will focus on the genetic influence of super-recognition ability, 
examining the abilities of super-recognisers and their children. Further research will aim to focus on 
such factors as personality and sociability, etc.  

Potential uses of super-voice-recognisers are also suggested in relation to the IAFPA, in-
cluding LADO (language analysis for the determination of origin), forensic speech and earwitness 
evidence. 
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The Audio and Video Analysis Unit of the RCMP provides assistance to all Canadian law enforce-
ment agencies in relation to forensic audio (and video) analysis requests, including forensic voice 
comparisons. Amongst the major challenges we face in fulfilling these requests for voice comparison 
is the limited availability of (a) relevant population data for the myriad features that may be analysed 
within an auditory-acoustic-phonetic approach in the Canadian linguistic context, and (b) forensically 
realistic recordings of these relevant speaker populations for the testing and validation of automatic 
speaker recognition systems. 

In an effort to address these gaps, we will present preliminary plans for the large-scale collection of 
a forensically realistic database of calls to Canadian emergency services (police/fire/ambulance) and 
to non-emergency law enforcement services. Our aim is to collect a large, diverse set of recordings 
of speakers of a wide range of ages, from across the country, with varying linguistic backgrounds, 
and containing speech representing the broad range of speaking styles we often encounter in forensic 
voice comparison casework. We will be seeking feedback on the design of the database and collection 
procedures, as well as input on critical issues to consider when collecting such uncontrolled samples. 
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The assessment of voice quality represents an important element in voice analysis and voice 
comparison. Gold and French (2011) have reported that 94% of the experts who conduct auditory 
analyses for voice analysis and comparison include the determination of voice quality. 32% indicated 
that in most cases voice quality was the most expedient feature for the purpose of speaker 
discrimination. Furthermore, 70% of the experts used background statistics on phonetic parameters, 
especially in relation to average fundamental frequency. Several experts commented that “if more 
population statistics were available they would use them”. 

While statistics on average fundamental frequency have been available for quite some time, there are 
– except for clinical applications, i.e. jitter or shimmer - no such data available for attributes of voice
quality as they are accessible in a forensic setting, e.g. nasality, creaky voice or timbre.

To overcome this lack of statistical data on voice quality features, the Department of Speaker 
Recognition of the Brandenburg State Police Office has initiated a research project which is being 
funded with support by the Internal Security Fund of the European Union. Contributors to the project 
are the Department of Voice and Audio Analysis of the Berlin State Police Office, the Austrian 
Academy of Sciences as well as the Department of Phonetics and the Forensic Audio Unit PHONAM, 
both at the University of Trier. Preliminary results are being presented here. 

The project intends to collect at least 200 speech samples to be examined by means of an auditory 
phonetic analysis. The samples will consist of 2 minutes of speech from telephone conversations 
about travel, sports or personal interests. The subjects are male native speakers of German between 
18 and 45 years of age. The procedure corresponds to that usually employed in Brandenburg when 
recording reference materials in actual cases. Since the samples contain telephone-transmitted and 
spontaneous conversational speech, they exhibit realistic forensic properties. 

The phonetic analysis was completed on the basis of the vocal parameter catalogue regularly 
employed in voice analysis and voice comparison by the Brandenburg State Police Office. The 
recordings were first analysed by the experts individually in contingents of 10 samples. The results 
were then compared. Cases of variational assessments were discussed between the experts to achieve 
convergence. If necessary, a third expert´s opinion was included in the process. This approach is in 
accordance with similar previous studies, e.g. Wirz/Mackenzie Beck (1995) and Shewell (1998). 
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For the first samples, an average agreement between 70 and 80% was found between the experts for 
the entire 14 voice quality features included in the vocal parameter catalogue. The distribution of 
these features is presented here. The evaluation of the total of 200 samples is currently in progress. 
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The ‘weak evidence effect’ in the context of forensic evidence refers to a phenomenon wherein 

low-strength support for a proposition is misinterpreted as implying greater support for the 

opposing proposition. The effect most often occurs when expressing evidence as a verbal 

conclusion (Martire, Kemp, Watkins, Sayle, & Newell, 2013). Whilst some research suggests the 

effect occurs to a lesser extent in forensic voice evidence than other forensic evidence types 

(Halton, 2016), the possibility of the effect occurring is still troubling, particularly given that the 

lack of population statistics required to calculate a numerical likelihood ratio might mean that the 

verbal conclusions (either a verbal LR or support statement) which are more susceptible to the 

effect are more frequently used in forensic speaker comparison cases. Abandoning verbal 

conclusions in favour of a numerical conclusion to try to avoid the effect would thus be an 

inappropriate solution for forensic voice evidence. An alternative solution that does not appear to 

have been considered previously is modifying the way in which a verbal conclusion is expressed, 

particularly in terms of the descriptor used to indicate low-strength support.  

The present study therefore aims to investigate whether the frequency of occurrence and 

magnitude of the weak evidence effect in verbal support statements that express low strengths of 

evidence can be reduced by using alternative descriptors to the ones currently recommended for 

use (by, for instance, the Association of Forensic Science Providers, 2009), namely “weak 

support” or “limited support”.  

Methodology 

The experiment will be web-based, powered by the survey software Qualtrics. Participants 

(anticipated n=200) will serve as mock jurors in a court case. They will initially be presented with 

both limited information about a case involving threatening telephone calls and non-voice 

evidence, before being asked to indicate the degree to which they believe the defendant is guilty 

or innocent using a sliding scale. This scale will range from ‘innocent’ to ‘guilty’ and feature a 

slider centred between the two. They will then be presented with low-strength voice evidence 

expressed as a verbal support statement (which will include an illustration of the support scale 

used). The statement will feature one of many possible alternative descriptors to ‘weak’/’limited’. 

For instance, participants may be presented with, “On the basis of the evidence, I conclude that 

there is some support for the view that the suspect made the threatening telephone calls”. 

Following the voice evidence, participants will provide a second indication of the degree to which 

they believe the defendant is guilty or innocent by using the same scale as before, which will 

feature a marker showing the position of their previous judgement. The experiment will conclude 

with participants providing some demographic information, including age, sex, and education 

level.  

The prior and posterior indications of belief will be used to calculate a belief change value to 

measure and compare across different descriptors the magnitude of any weak evidence effect that 
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may occur. The descriptors ‘weak’ and ‘limited’ will themselves be tested to serve both as further 

validation of previous studies suggestions that the effect can indeed occur and as a control to 

which the magnitude of belief changes resulting from other descriptors can be related. The aim is 

to discover a descriptor that results in the smallest weak evidence effect and which could be used 

instead of “weak”/“limited”.  
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Introduction 
The study presented here explores the relationship between language and speaker discrimination. 
Despite separate investigations in multiple languages, the discriminatory potential of many features 
used in forensic speaker comparison is rarely considered in bilingual terms in the literature. Disjoint 
speaker populations and conditions across different studies make it hard to isolate the effect of lan-
guage from their results. By keeping other factors under tight control and maintaining language as 
the sole variable, this study looks into the question of how the discriminatory behaviour of the same 
features carries across languages. 

Echoing Alexander et al (2014)’s call for more analysis focusing on the performance of individual 
speakers, this poster applies a two-level analysis on the utility of the phoneme /s/, whose speaker-
specificity has been demonstrated in various languages (Cicres & Galvadà, 2016; Heeren, 2017; Ka-
vanagh, 2012). Apart from assessing system-wide performance with global metrics within the frame-
work of likelihood ratios (LRs), this study turns to the “biometric menagerie” (Doddington et al, 
1998; Dunstone & Yager, 2009) and makes use of zooplots to identify how each speaker performs 
relative to the whole population. In this study, the performance of each speaker is traced across dif-
ferent languages with an aim to understanding variation in the differentiability of a speaker and the 
source of such variation. 

Methods 
90 male Canadian French-English bilinguals, who all recorded the same sets of read materials in both 
languages separately, were chosen from the Voice ID Database (Royal Canadian Mounted Police, 
2010–2016). Segmentation was performed using the Montreal Forced Aligner (McAuliffe et al, 
2017), followed by manual correction. The first two spectral moments (centre of gravity and standard 
deviation) were then extracted from each instance of /s/ in both static and dynamic forms: the static 
measurement taken from a 40-ms window centred at the midpoint; the dynamic trajectory represented 
by a quadratic polynomial fitted to nine sets of measurements obtained from 10-ms windows evenly 
spread out across the duration of the phoneme. 

Different configurations of spectral moments data (English vs French, static vs dynamic) were tested 
within the LR framework, following the procedure set out in Enzinger, Morrison and Ochoa (2016). 
To allow all speakers to be tested and to minimise the effect of random sampling, the procedure was 
iterated 100 times. The global performance of each configuration was assessed using equal error rates 
(EER) and log-likelihood-ratio costs (Cllr). Zooplots were then constructed by plotting each speaker’s 
mean LR in different-speaker comparisons against their mean LR in same-speaker comparisons. 

Results 
Results from LR testing suggest that, for the same group of speakers, /s/ does not provide the same 
overall discriminatory potential in English and in French. In particular, it demonstrates consistently 
stronger Cllr’s in French, regardless of the input form of measurements. Zooplot analysis further 
shows great variation in the way individual speakers’ performance responds to the change in lan-
guage, both in direction and in magnitude. The poster explores this in greater detail. 
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Background
Forensic  casework  has  become  more  complex  probably  due to  increased  mobility:  whereas  in 
earlier times forensic phoneticians were asked to compare speakers exhibiting a dialect-variety of 
their own native language, casework nowadays often involves a number of languages that may or 
may not be familiar to the expert. The analyst then focuses on defining the country of origin of the 
speaker. Native speakers of the foreign language in question and with a linguistics background are 
then consulted for additional advice. 

This  study is  part  of  the  “Contrastive  Phonetics:  German vs.  East-European languages” 
project; motivated by a recent speaker-profiling case involving speech samples in German spoken 
with a foreign accent, the aim of the project is to identify the unique characteristics of a selection of 
East-European languages and study their  influence on L2-German. The results of this study should 
contribute to the field of forensic phonetics and LADO (Language Analysis for the Determination 
of Origin). This poster deals with the Romanian language.

What to expect
Vowels
Romanian, as one of the Romance languages, has seven vowels whereas German has 16 (Lambert 
Renwick 2012; Wiese 1996). As the Romanian vowel inventory misses the rounded front vowels as 
well as the open-mid vowel height (German /ɛ ɔ/), their production is expected to be problematic for 
Romanian speakers. Second, Romanian vowels do not exhibit a difference in length while in 
German vowels commonly occur in short-long pairs (with a slight difference in quality) (Moise & 
Snagoveanu-Spiegelberg n.d.; Wiese 1996). Thirdly, [ə] has the status of a full vowel; speakers are 
therefore expected to uphold the vowel length (Lambert Renwick 2012). The number of Romanian 
diphthongs still seems a matter of debate (Moise & Snagoveanu-Spiegelberg n.d.; Chițoran 2002). 
While the existence of the diphthongs /e̯ a o̯ a/ is generally agreed upon, some authors declare the 
combination of vowels with semivowels (very short variants) as diphthongs resulting in a total of 23 
diphthongs and an additional 10 triphthongs (Moise & Snagoveanu-Spiegelberg n.d.). The effect of 
these vowel combinations on German as an L2-language will be interesting to observe.

Consonants
In Romanian, /r/ is either realised as a tap [ɾ] or word-initially as a trill [r] (Chițoran 2002). 
Romanian L1-speakers are expected to maintain these realisations when speaking German. It will 
be interesting to see, how the vocalised (and post-vocalic) variant of /r/ (a frequent sound in the 
German language realised as /ɐ/) is produced. In reading, influenced by orthography, it is expected 
to be produced as a consonantal /r/. In words that were learnt purely auditorily (the frequent 
German word Uhr 'clock'), subjects are expected to substitute /r/ with the Romanian central vowels 
[a] or [ə].
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Methodology

For this study, eight Romanian subjects (four male and four female) with German as their L2 will be
asked to read a phonetically balanced text (“Nordwind und Sonne”), seven words that contain the
German long vowels and 26 sentences with specific sounds or sound clusters judged particularly
problematic  for  L2-learners.  Spontaneous speech in  both German and Romanian was produced
using a map reading task.

Preliminary Results

Based on the preliminary analysis of two female speakers (ROM-F01/F02), the most prominent
features observed were the following:

• The  German  /r/-phoneme  was  consistently  produced  as  the  familiar  tap  or  flap.  No
vocalisations were observed.

• Glottal stops were not observed, neither word-initially nor word-internally, e.g. Auto ('car'),
beachten ('to note')

• The short rounded front vowels [ʏ œ] did not pose a particular difficulty while the long
variants [y ø] were subject to high variation. The target sound could be approximated or else
substituted with the afore mentioned short vowels or the full Romanian central vowel [ə].

• The German diphthongs could be produced without noticeable deviations.
• German  has  anticipatory  voice  assimilation.  As  regressive  voice  assimilation  occurs  in

Romanian this feature could be observed in the German sample (like in  da[z] Geld, 'the
money') of the speaker not living in Germany permanently.
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In recent years, the attention of forensic phoneticians has turned, to some extent at least, to the idio-
syncrasy of higher-order features found in longer stretches of speech. This includes mainly disflu-
ency phenomena like hesitation markers, repetitions or interruptions (Duckworth & McDougall, 
2013). Disfluencies occur frequently in spontaneous conversations. They are considered to be a 
subconscious process resulting from continuous verbal planning (McDougall et al., 2015; Hughes et 
al., 2016). Since they constitute a behavioural phenomenon, speakers are not easily able to alter 
their production of disfluency features, nor eliminate their usage; in other words, the usage of filled 
pauses, repetition, prolongation and other types of disfluencies are less prone to be changed due to 
voice disguise. Hesitations markers being stable within one speaker as for their quality and quantity 
is what makes them a promising source of forensic parameters (Braun & Rosin, 2015). 
This study examines hesitation markers for their idiosyncratic potential in Czech. More specifically, 
our aim is to find whether filled pauses can be used to discriminate between speakers, classify 
speakers of two main regional dialects spoken in the Czech Republic, and whether recordings fea-
tured in the spoken part of the Czech National Corpus are suitable for studies of speaker specificity. 
Our data were drawn from ORTOFON, a spoken corpus of Czech built by the Institute of the Czech 
National Corpus (Kopřivová et al., 2017). We selected 33 native male speakers of Czech, aged be-
tween 20 and 54 years. In addition, all of them belong to a lower socioeconomic class, at least based 
on their attained education, having completed only primary or vocational school. 17 of the speakers 
come from Bohemia, the western part of the Czech Republic, while 16 come from Moravia, the 
eastern part of the country. The recordings for ORTOFON were obtained under various conditions, 
which is in line with the origin of most forensic recordings. 
It is interesting to point out that from the 272 instances of filled pauses, as many as 231 (85%) cor-
respond to the “uh” realization (i.e., they are purely vocalic in nature), while 38 tokens correspond 
to the “mh” realization (only nasal in nature) and only 3 to the “um” type (a sequence of a vocalic 
and nasal element). The presentation will therefore focus on the vocalic filled pauses only, and will 
include values of the first three formants obtained at three points within the filled pause. Formant 
values were extracted at three points within the sound (10, 50, and 90% of its duration) using de-
fault settings for male speakers in Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2017). 
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The article presents the results of analysis of perceptual auditory features enabling to identify the state 
of drug intoxication. The study was conducted on the basis of an auditory experiment using the corpus 
of audio recordings of female native Russian speakers in the state of drug intoxication and abstinence. 
Most subjects were recorded in three physiological states to track the dynamics of their physical 
improvement that is reflected in the characteristics of their speech. During the recording, subjects 
read six phrases which were complicated by the repetition of sounds from one group, for exam-
ple,”Шушера шуршала в шалаше” (“Shushera shurshala v shalashe” – “riff-raff were rustling in the 
shed” – contains voiceless hushing fricatives), read aloud a phonetically complicated text and tried 
to retell the text. The method of perceptual auditory analysis is based on the works of R.K. Potapova, 
the founder of the scientific school of fundamental and applied speech studies. From the corpus con-
sisting of audio recordings (N = 130) with a total duration of 10 hours and 14 minutes with the in-
volvement of 40 female speakers, 23 audio recordings (250 min 12 sec, 11 speakers in total) were 
selected and presented to the listeners. The listeners (N=24) were native Russian speakers, Master’s 
Degree students studying theoretical and applied linguistics. Each listener filled in a questionnaire 
reflecting his/her individual sociolinguistic background. 
Using the collected speech database with speaker’s recording in drug intoxication and with different 
degree of drug intoxication,we analyzed the speaker’s voice before and after drug treatment and ex-
plored the effect of the duration of drug abuse on the speech. The analysis showed that on the lexical 
level we could observe poor vocabulary, abundance of abstract concepts, the use of fillers and intro-
duction of words and syllables to phrases that did not contain them. On the syntactic-semantic level: 
the use of simple sentences, theme-rheme contradiction. On the logical semantic level: lack of logical 
links, simplification of associations. On the pragmatic level: loss of communication purpose, cogni-
tive impairment. Among all mistakes while reading the text we singled out the following: increasing 
in the frequency and length of pauses, hesitation pauses; indistinct speech rhythm, unclear pronunci-
ation; monotonous while reading the text, wrong phrases and segmentation; unusual intonation and 
melodic contour of speech; ellipsis, changes in word syllable order, introduction of extra sounds, 
syllables and words (epenthesis). The experiments involving text retelling activity showed that the 
speakers used attributive and illustrative examples which are connected with their drug experience. 
Moreover, it was hard for the speakers to remember the content of the text, they tried to generalize it 
without giving details. For example, when retelling the text containing the description of a boat acci-
dent during a rowing competition they stated that “just something bad” happened during the compe-
tition (they retained the latter word). This example shows that the lexical complexity of the speech 
product of the drug-addicted speakers becomes uneven. The subjects used simple sentence construc-
tions, fillers, long hesitation pauses. applied to the cognitive sphere, including semantic memory, the 
results showed the decrease (drop) in the level of the quality of generalization and abstraction. As 
experiments indicated, the ability to render the text in a right way rises during the drug treatment. 
During the first health condition the accuracy of the rendered text amounts to 35% whereas the accu-
racy during the third condition changes to 87%. The speakers used definite, shallow and primitive 
sentences, simple constructions, fillers and hesitation pauses. The subjects often omitted endings, left 
phrases and thoughts incomplete. Considering the data on the speech irregularities of drug-addicted 
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speakers and the obtained statistics we were able to single out some general tendencies. In most of 
the cases the speakers had medium or low pitch, which reflects their physical and mental state. Nar-
row pitch range prevails, which accounts for emotional exhaustion as well. 
The dominating tendency in the melodic contour of the speech appears to be bimodal, with abrupt 
and monotonous patterns prevailing. Speech tempo is slowed-down in most of the cases. Most of the 
subjects have determined a hoarse, gruff and husky timbre of voice pointing out to an unpleasant 
experience during the listening. Another common characteristic in the majority of the speakers is 
irregular breathing or cogwheel respiration. Medium voice power is a prevailing characteristic, how-
ever a large percentage of the speakers spoke in a very weak voice which also demonstrates a general 
tendency that once again points to physical and emotional exhaustion. Introduction of some additional 
sounds into the speech forms a general tendency for all the speakers. Also some of the most frequent 
phenomena are a dropped-out of syllable, non-existence of accentuation in a sentence, incorrect seg-
mentation of a sentence, irregularities connected with the communicative function of the intonation 
and variability of tempo in a sentence. Generally it can be noted that speakers made more pauses 
during the second and third interviews, which at first glance seems to be contradictory to the overall 
tendency of speech improvement during the course of treatment. However, it can be explained by the 
increase of self-awareness and self-control. It is worth mentioning that for every speaker without 
exception markers of control and correction were very typical. 
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Auditory identification of speakers by unfamiliar lay listeners is notoriously problematic. The con-
struction of a voice parade is therefore, not only for this reason, to be considered only in strictly 
defined conditions (de Jong-Lendle et al., 2015). When designing a voice parade, it is always 
recom-mended that the victim or witness describe the voice of the perpetrator in as much detail as 
possible. Forensic phoneticians who employ, at least to some extent, auditory analysis during their 
voice com-parison typically rely on an analytical protocol. A structured, analytical procedure is 
recommended (Hollien, 2002). Many experts have focused on the auditory analysis of voice 
quality, with Laver’s Voice Profile Analysis (Laver, 1980) still the standard, despite recent attempts 
to adapt it for forensic purposes (San Segundo & Mompean, 2017; Klug, 2017). 
The aim of this study is to examine whether an adapted analytical protocol could facilitate voice 
description of the unfamiliar speaker for naïve listeners. We compiled a protocol inspired mostly by 
Hollien’s protocol (2001) and by the SVPA (San Segundo & Mompean, 2017) and 
“translated” it into layman’s terms, so that naïve listeners could make informed assessments about 
the speech and voice characteristics. To evoke denasalization, for instance, the listener were asked 
Did the speaker sound as if he had a cold? 
Attempts at enhancing earwitnesses’ description of heard voices have been, to our knowledge, rela-
tively scarce. Öhman et al. (2013) compared the effects of the Cognitive Interview and a Swedish 
Security Service protocol with a baseline, instruction-free procedure on speaker identification but 
found no improvement in identification; the protocol was, understandably but unfortunately, not 
made available. 
Recordings of four male speakers were selected from the database of Common Czech (Skarnitzl & 
Vaňková, 2017) so that their speech included at least one remarkable characteristic (e.g., a low or 
high pitch of the voice, a non-neutral phonatory modification, speech rate, a speech defect). A one-
minute reading task was chosen to ensure that the content was identical. The recording of each 
speaker was played to three listeners; all 12 listeners were students of philological majors like 
Anglophone studies, but had no experience with describing voices. 
The listeners’ first task was to listen to the speaker and, after a two-minute pause, to describe his 
voice in as much detail as possible without any cues from the experimenter (first author). When the 
listener has finished, the second task consisted in the experimenter guiding them through the adapted 
protocol. She described the individual speech and voice characteristics and, for some of them (e.g., 
breathy voice quality, palatalization), she used illustrations of these qualities previously recorded by 
the third author instead of imitating them herself to avoid any possible bias. 
The analysis focused on how consistently the same speaker’s voice is described by the three 
listeners, which speech or voice characteristics are picked up on most readily and, especially, to 
what extent the guided description with the protocol qualitatively differs from the baseline, 
uninstructed descrip-tion. An improvement in the guided condition, if revealed by our analyses, may 
be of significance for future voice parade constructions. 
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A preliminary analysis of the results confirms our expectation that the naïve, uninstructed 
descriptions would be very simple; they usually focus only on two or three characteristics, both 
phonetic, such as articulation features, and social-indexical, for example gender or age. Some 
listeners also described their overall impression, such as “the speaker sounded nervous”. 
However, the listeners were able to use the protocol to make considerably more detailed 
descriptions, and most of them managed to notice the most salient characteristics of the speakers’ 
voices. 
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Phonetics and phonology often focuses on segmental and suprasegmental features such as vowels, 
consonants, prosody, pitch and phonation. However, speakers also utilise many interactional features 
such as back-channeling, turn-taking and filled pauses. This study explores whether a group of West 
Yorkshire speakers exhibit speaker-specific variability in the production of two words, yeah and like. 
The data for this study is currently being extracted. 

Forensic speech science (FSS) aims to compare samples of speech to see whether they can be at-
tributed to the same speaker or different speakers. Previously, Hughes, Wood & Foulkes (2016) 
looked at filled pauses, um and uh and found that they are consistently produced by speakers but 
individually distinctive. Comparing F1, F2 and F3 midpoints and dynamics, the findings indicate that 
filled pauses are useful for FSS.  

There is often a disparity between conversation analysis (CA) and phonetics, but this research will 
explore how they might inform each other’s methods and practices. CA features focus on emergent 
utterances and action rather than ‘top-down’ phonetics (Clift, 2016). Often this means that interac-
tional features are dependent on context, and change according to the meaning and action a speaker 
is trying to convey.  

Defining the context of yeah and like is a challenging part of the study. Gold, French and Harrison 
(2013) studied clicks in English and utilised four contexts: word search, turn-initial, topic disjunction 
and affective. This research will attempt a similar method. Hughes, Wood & Foulkes (2016), how-
ever, found that there is significant consistency within filled pauses without looking at context.  

Schleef and Turton (2016) found that the phonetic properties of like are affected by surrounding pro-
sodic boundaries in that a 'low strength' boundary elicits a monophthongal vowel in London and 
Edinburgh English. Function, however, does not affect like phonetics (aside from quotative be-like); 
it is predicted that the same is true for yeah. 

Hypotheses: 
 Yeah and like will have low within-speaker and high between-speaker variation, particularly

when they act as filled pauses.
 Turn position context will affect the phonetics of yeah and like.

Methods 

F1, F2 and F3 formant dynamics and midpoints along with pitch (f0) and duration levels will be used 
to analyse yeah and like vowels. 

Data will be taken from the WYRED corpus, kindly provided by Erica Gold. Sixteen male speakers 
of Kirklees English aged 19-30 will be utilised. Additional data may be taken from corpora of York 
and Derby English for comparison. 
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Making reference to conversation analysis (CA) literature, yeah and like will be extracted according 
to various contexts such as:  

 Turn position: initial, continuing, minimal (one-word turn), final
 Pauses: pre-pausal, post-pausal, surrounded by pauses
 Function (of like): verb, adverb, discourse marker, quotative
 Function (of yeah): (dis)/agreement marker, filled pause, backchannel, response

LR-based testing will be used to compare speakers' yeah and like with a relevant population's utter-
ance of the words. This should help indicate the usefulness for FSS. This relevant population will be 
drawn from a corpus of York English speakers. 
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Earwitnesses to crimes are required by the police to provide a description of the perpetrator’s voice. 
Previous research indicates that this task is difficult. Although the recorded description is vitally 
important in the trial process, comparatively little is known about lay listeners’ perception of voices in 
a forensic setting. In two experiments, we examined the nature of voice descriptions provided by lay-
listeners in order to develop a procedure for eliciting admissible testimony from earwitnesses.  

Experiment 1 investigated free vocal descriptions provided by lay listeners. In this experiment, 
listeners (N=20) were presented with nine voices sourced from the DyViS corpus (Nolan et al. 2009). 
After listening to a short sample of each recording, listeners were asked to describe the voice in their 
own words. Listeners were instructed to only describe aspects of the voice which they felt confident 
about. As expected, the responses show that lay people describe voices in ways which deviate from 
established forensic phonetic practices. Frequently occurring voice descriptors were often vague 
(‘deep,’ ‘clear’), and subjective descriptions focusing on personality, perceived guilt, and emotional 
state were common. Furthermore, lay people described varying phonetic features across voices. This 
inconsistency suggested that listeners struggled to confidently perceive, or describe, the same 
phonetic feature across different speakers.  

Based on these findings, Experiment 2 aimed to improve the consistency, detail and accuracy of 
voice descriptions. Respondents (N=30) were first asked to freely-recall the voice (as before), and 
were then presented with a series of structured questions after listening to each voice (e.g. ‘How 
would you describe the speaker’s pitch?’). These questions were designed to elicit descriptions 
about phonetic features known to be salient for lay-listeners, while avoiding vague, 
inaccurate, or subjective testimony. Questions regarding speaker demographic background (e.g. 
‘Where do you think the speaker is from?’) were also presented. 

These participants were randomly allocated to one of two groups. The first group answered each 
question using free text descriptions, and the second group were provided with a rating scale for 
questions about speaker pitch and tempo. These conditions intended to examine whether the 
response types produced different, or comparable voice descriptions. In addition, each participant 
was asked about the usability of the protocol itself.  

Preliminary results show that lay listeners in both conditions produce mostly comparable 
descriptions of pitch and tempo. However, the rating scale condition allowed for simpler, and 
more systematic comparisons across lay listeners. In addition, this condition allowed for quicker 
responses. There was no significant difference in the reported confidence level of participants in 
both experiment conditions. This is despite the variation in the quality of responses. Future 
experiments will use a larger variety of forensically-valid voices, and include memory intervals. It 
is also hoped that further questions concerning features such as voice quality, or speaker accent, 
can be developed based on the free recall data collected for both experiments. The data provided, 
will be used to inform the design of an ear-witness protocol scheme to be piloted this year in the 
East Midlands in the United Kingdom.  
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Acoustic-phonetic forensic speaker comparisons often include the analysis of consonants (Gold and 
French, 2011). However, population statistics from a representative speaker population and speech 
style to determine the typicality of consonantal acoustic-phonetic features are scarce. Furthermore, 
although several studies have now shown effects of linguistic information such as prosodic effects on 
acoustic-phonetic features (Cho and McQueen, 2005; Fougeron, 2001; Fougeron and Keating, 1997), 
speaker-specificity’s dependency on linguistic information is unclear. One type of consonant which 
may display speaker-specific features are fricatives, as fricative spectra are dependent on the location 
and length of the oral constriction, as well as the shape and size of the tongue and cavity (cf. Stevens, 
1998). Previous studies using non-spontaneous speech have shown that fricative /s/ may display 
speaker-dependencies in English (Fecher and Watt, 2011; Kavanagh, 2012) and in Dutch (Van den 
Heuvel, 1996). The present study aims to provide population statistics for /s/ in spontaneous telephone 
speech in Dutch, a representative speech style and channel in case work, and investigate effects of 
linguistic information on speaker-specificity. Expanding previously obtained results on word-final /s/ 
(Heeren, 2017), the present study will investigate speaker-specific features of word-initial /s/ in spon-
taneous Dutch telephone speech.  

Method 

Prevocalic, word-initial tokens of /s/ were extracted from spontaneous telephone conversations avail-
able in the Spoken Dutch Corpus (Oostdijk, 2000). The orthographic transcript available in the corpus 
was used to automatically generate a phonetic transcript. Excluding speakers with fewer than ten 
tokens, fifteen adult male speakers were selected for manual annotation of fricative /s/ and the fol-
lowing vowel. For each /s/ token, the duration, four spectral moments (spectral mean, standard devi-
ation, skewness and kurtosis), and intensity maximum and mean were taken over the middle 50% of 
each fricative’s duration, over a 500-4000 Hz band in PRAAT (Boersma, 2001). Additionally, cubic 
fits derived from the spectral mean over five non-overlapping 10-ms windows that were evenly 
spaced over the fricative’s full duration were computed (see Munson, 2001). 

Figure 1. Spectral Centre of Gravity in Hertz by speaker. 
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Results 

Non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis H tests showed there was a statistically significant difference by 

speaker for spectral mean: H(14) = 79.69, p < .001 (see Figure 1); as well as for spectral standard 

deviation, skewness, kurtosis, intensity mean and maximum, duration, and the cubic fit’s intercept 

and second coefficient (all H(14) > 34.09, p < .01). After performing correlations tests between sig-

nificantly differentiating features, linear discriminant analyses (Klecka, 1980) were done with dif-

ferent combinations of features, excluding highly correlating (r > .60) feature combinations. Cross-

validated speaker classification performances are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Cross-validated speaker classification performance (chance level: 6.7%). 

acoustic features classification accuracy (%) 

CoG   9.9 
spectral SD 15.8 
duration 19.3 
intensity mean 18.1 
cubic coefficients 17.0 
CoG + spectral SD + duration + intensity mean 33.3 
spectral SD + duration + intensity mean + cubic coefficients 33.9 

Future objectives 

In future work, effects of linguistic information on speaker-specificity will be investigated by exam-
ining effects of syllabic position and neighboring segments. Additionally, the effect of speech channel 
will be examined.  
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Mobile phone recordings are increasingly prevalent in forensic voice comparison cases. It is im-
portant for experts to understand the technical limitations of a recording, since the settings used for 
analysis can affect the accuracy and reliability of the acoustic measures obtained. This project ad-
dresses these issues by exploring how both the transmission effects of the mobile phone codec and 
the software settings used for extracting data affect the accuracy of a formant-based speaker compar-
ison system.  

The GSM network 

The Global System for Mobile (GSM) communications is the most common network worldwide for 
the transmission of mobile telephone calls. As well as known effects caused by the band-pass filtering 
(Kunzel, 2001) and the psycho-perceptual Lombard effect (Zollinger & Brumm, 2011), compara-
tively little has been explored in terms of the Adaptive Multi-Rate codec that this network uses and 
what effect this has on acoustic measures such as vowel formants. Alzqhoul et.al (2014) developed 
software which allows for the manipulation of certain aspects of the codec, allowing for each element 
to be tested independently. Frame loss, background noise and dynamic rate coding are such factors 
which affect the quality of the transmitted audio and thus the performance of a speaker comparison 
system.  

Previous study 

Nair et.al (2016) tested the AMR codec by changing frame loss, background noise and dynamic rate 
coding, discovering that high frame loss was the most detrimental in terms of performance of a 
speaker comparison system. Harrison (2013) tested the effect of LPC order on the accuracy of formant 
measurements, something which was found to be highly influential on formant error margins. The 
margin for appropriate LPC orders narrows as formant frequency increases. Higher formants had less 
LPC orders which gave error margins close to zero, with F1 having the most.  
This study has three main research aims: 

1. How does the presence of background noise affect formant measurement accuracy of close
and open vowels and how does the measurement accuracy influence the performance of a
formant-based speaker comparison system?

2. Can changing the LPC order improve the accuracy and reliability of formant measurements
extracted from recordings containing high levels of background noise?

3. Within each vowel, are measurements for certain formants more accurate and reliable than
others when extracted from recordings containing high levels of background noise?

Using recordings from DyViS (Nolan et.al, 2009) F1-3 will be measured in Praat changing LPC order 
from 6-14 on GSM filtered recordings with and without background noise at SNRs of 15dB. Formants 
1 to 3 will be measured at the midpoint from within two close and two open vowels: FLEECE, TRAP,
GOOSE and NORTH. Each vowel will have 18 corresponding sets of formant measurements – 9 with 
and 9 without background noise. These will be treated as separate voice comparison systems with 
log-likelihood ratio costs being calculated based on LRs computed using MVKD (Aitken & Lucy, 
2004).  
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Given the prevalence of mobile phone recordings in FVC casework, the results from this study will 
have important implications for the analysis of formants by experts in real-world cases.  
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The likelihood-ratio (LR) framework has been employed in many forensic voice comparison studies 
to test the speaker-specificity of individual vowels and phonetic sequences (e.g. Morrison, 
2009; Zhang, Morrison & Thiruvaran, 2011; Rose & Wang, 2016).  Other studies have looked at 
the effects of sample size on LR outputs (e.g. Hughes, 2014, Hughes & Foulkes 2015). However, 
few studies have considered the variability in system performance as a function of the make-up 
(rather than size) of the training, test, and reference data sets used in LR-based testing. Typically, 
FVC studies select a group of speakers to build the background model and run the experiment. One 
key question is whether this sample of speakers adequately represents the population, or whether 
a different selection of people would yield significantly different results. A related question is 
how the sample is split to create training, testing and background sets in order to assess system 
reliability. The current study addresses this issue by running multiple replications of the same 
speaker-discrimination experiment to assess the stability of the log_LR cost (Cllr; Brümmer and du 
Preez, 2006) to randomisation of the speakers in the training, testing and background datasets.  

Telephone call recordings of over 70 male Cantonese speakers from IARPA babel Cantonese 
language pack were used (Andrus et al., 2016). Each recording yields approximately 6-8 minutes’ 
net speech. The Cantonese sentence final particle (SFP) /a/ ‘啊 ah’ and one disyllabic word /hea/ 
‘係啊 yes’ were chosen as target variables. Tokens were manually segmented and labelled by 
using a TextGrid in Praat. F1 and F2 values were extracted automatically at 10% intervals across 
the full vocalic portion of each token using a script (F3 was not available due to recording quality). 
The raw data were then further corrected manually and outliers were identified using z-scores. 
The final dataset contains 67 speakers for /a/ and 63 for /hea/. The average number of tokens per 
speaker is 11 for /a/ and 9 for /hea/ (min. 4 tokens per speaker). Quadratic and cubic polynomials 
were fitted to the /a/ and /hea/ formant trajectories respectively and the coefficients used as 
input to compute multivariate kernel density LR-like scores (using Morrison’s 2007 script). The 
first 20 speakers were then used for training data, the second 20 for testing data, and the rest for 
reference data for /a/ (27 speakers) and /hea/ (23). Scores for the training data were used to 
generate logistic regression calibration coefficients (Brümmer et al., 2007) that were then applied 
to the test scores to produce a set of 20 same-speaker (SS) and 190 different-speaker (DS) 
calibrated log LRs (each DS pair was only used once). The calibrated Cllr was calculated to 
capture the system performance. The same procedure was then replicated 20 times using randomly 
assigned groups of speakers. Speakers were randomised by using list randomiser (random.org/
lists/). 

The left panel in Figure 1 illustrates the Cllr values of the 20 replications, while the right panel gives 
the boxplot. The whiskers in the boxplot represent the most extreme data. The box represents the 
interquartile range and the outliers are marked by the red crosses. Figure 1 shows that the 
overall performance is moderate, which is probably due to low speaker numbers, poor recording 
quality and lack of F3s. /hea/ has a better and more stable performance than /a/ in terms of Cllr 
values. However, speaker randomisation results in highly variable system performance. Cllr results 
vary from 0.74 to 
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1.14 for /a/, 0.5 to 0.94 for /hea/. These results suggest it is essential to apply such randomisation in 
speaker discrimination studies to assess the sensitivity of output to the make-up of the datasets used, 
and thus to guard against LR results that might be especially strong or weak simply because of the 
random distribution of speakers in system testing. Ongoing work explores the generalisability of these 
findings, applying the randomisation method on other data sets including hesitation markers in 
English (Hughes, Wood and Foulkes, 2016). 

Figure 1.	Scatter(left) and boxplot(right) of Cllr values of /a/ and /hea/. 
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Introduction 

The different aspects of intensity variability have aroused the attention of some researchers. Some of 
them have shown an interest in the intensity variability of twins (Eugenia San Segundo, Lei He, and 
Volker Dellwo, 2017; Junjie Yang, 2017) and the others have shown an interest in that of non-twin 
individuals (Dellwo, V.; Leemann, A.; Kolly, M-J. ,2015; Lei He and Volker Dellwo,2016). Lei He 
and Volker Dellwo’s (2017) studied the between-speaker differences in intensity dynamics and found 
that parts of the signal where intensity decreases from syllable peaks are more speaker-specific. Junjie 
Yang & Xiaoyi Cui (2017) studied how to distinguish identical twins’ speech using the relative in-
tensity across syllables. The results showed that 19 of the 30 pairs of twins were unable to be distin-
guished. This study investigated how between-speaker and within-speaker variabilities are reflected 
in positive slope and negative slope in the twins' speech that cannot be distinguished by the relative 
intensity across the syllables.  

Method 

18 pairs of native twin speakers of Chinese (8 female, 10 male; mean age 25.3, age standard deviation 
=15.2, age range =12–67, no reported speech and hearing disorders) were used for the present study. 
They were recorded while reading the same set of sentences. The same text was read five times in 
Mandarin and was recorded with digital recorder in a quiet bedroom. Sampling rate was16 KHz. Two 
sentences which include 16 syllables were analyzed.  

IV-12 Voice Station (Version 10.0), a speech analysis software developed by Peking Yangchen 
Electronic Technology Company, was used to extract the intensity contours to calculate the intensity 
slopes measures. First, the amplitude values of the rescaled signal were squared. Then, to obtain the 
intensity contour, the energy per frame was calculated using formula 1. P is the sampling point am-
plitude, and N is the number of points per frame. A Hamming window with a length of 20 ms and 
frame shift of 10ms was multiplied repeatedly with the squared signal. Finally, intensity contour was 
smoothed by the post smoothing method in which 5 order median filtering and 5 order linear smooth-
ing were applied.  After adding a triangle window to the data of 5 points, the mean value is extracted. 

log
10

(1 +
∑ 𝑃𝑛

2𝑁  
𝑛 =1

𝑁×10
)   ( Formula 1) 

Peak points and trough points of syllables were positioned in the intensity contour according the 

intensity values (i.e., one P and one T per syllable). The intensity values at each peak and trough 

points (IP and IT in Fig. 1) were obtained from the intensity values in the syllable boundary using 

maximum function and minimum function of excel. Times of adjacent peak and trough points (tP and 

tT) and their associated intensity values (IP and IT) were obtained from each utterance. Positive slopes 

(S [+]) were defined as S[+] ≝( IP – IT)/ (tP - tT), where IP and IT refer to the intensity values at peak 

and trough points, tP and tT refer to the time values at peak and trough points. Similarly, negative 

slopes (S [-]) were defined as S[-] ≝( IP – IT)/ (tT - tP). Then, the variability within speaker and be-

tween speaker were measured and counted at 90%, 95% and 98% confidence levels , according to 

normal distribution. 
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Fig. 1. (Color online) An illustration of calculating positive and negative intensity slopes from a 

speech signal.  

Results 

It is found that the maximum value of the between-speaker difference of S (+) or S (-) of the twin 
brothers (or sisters) is greater than that of within-speaker at different confidence level. At the 90% 
confidence level, the inter-speaker differences of the S (+) or S (-) of the twin brothers (sisters) in 
each time speech were greater than their intra-speaker variation. But under 95% or 98% confidence, 
there is no significant difference between the distribution range of the single time speech and that of 
5 times speech.  

The inter-speaker difference in S (-) of 17 pairs of 18 pairs of twins was more obvious than 

that of S (+). The difference of S (+) accounts for only 25.58% of all inter-speaker differences, 

while difference of the S (-) accounts for 74.42% (see Fig. 2.).  This result is close to the experi-

mental results of Lei He and Volker Dellwo (2017).

Fig.2.  Pie chart showing the amount of between-speaker variability explained by measures of 

positive slopes (S[+], green) and negative slopes (S[–],orange), respectively. 

Conclusions 

The parameters of S (+) and S (-) are more effective than relative intensity across syllables. The 
statistical difference of the S (+) and the S (-) can be used to distinguish the twins' speech and the 
confidence level is about  90%. The between-speaker difference of S (-) is more obvious than that of 
S (+) even between the highly similar twins’ speech. But the opening gestures also contains certain 
individual information, which should be applied jointly.  
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Introduction 

In the field of forensic phonetics, one of the most important tasks is defining the disputed speaker’s 
language background. Is the speaker from, in this case, Germany and exhibiting a native accent, or 
is he/she from another country having learnt German as an L2-language? This research project fo-
cuses on native speakers of Polish speaking German. The following questions are raised: 1) Which 
phonetic features do both systems have in common theoretically? 2) Which sounds are typically 
German and do not exist in the Polish language? 3) Of these, which features of Polish are trans-
ferred into the L2 of the speaker and which ones are produced in the correct way? and 4) Which of 
the transferred features are robust and which disappear at higher levels of proficiency? 

The study is part of the “Contrastive Phonetics: German vs. East-European languages” project; mo-
tivated by a recent speaker-profiling case involving speech samples in German spoken with a for-
eign accent, the aim of the project is to identify the unique characteristics of a selection of East-
European languages and study their  influence on L2-German. The results of this study should con-
tribute to the field of forensic phonetics and LADO (Language Analysis for the Determination of 
Origin).  

What to expect 

Vowels 
The Polish phoneme system has 8 vowels, whereas German contains 16 (Slembek 1995). It can be 
expected that some of these are replaced by the ones most similar in Polish. Long vowels may be 
produced shorter in duration, as the Polish sound system only contains short vowels (Jelen, 2011). 
German front vowels may be problematic, as Polish only has /i/, /ɛ/ and /ɛ/̃. (Slembek 1995). In ad-
dition, diphthongs do not exist and may be monophthongised (Jelen, 2011). Finally, German has 
two central vowels that typically appear in unstressed syllables: /ə/ and /ɐ/. As Polish does not have 
syllable reduction, they may be replaced by other vowels such as /ɛ/ (for /ə/) and /a/ (for /ɐ/).  

Consonants 
In German, the phoneme /r/ is produced either as [ʁ], [ʀ], [r] or vocalised postvocalically as [ɐ]. In 
Polish, /r/ is realised as [r]. Do Polish speakers only produce this variant when speaking German? In 
case of the vocalised realisation, the [ɐ] may be replaced by another vowel in spontaneous speech.  
Finally, the German fricatives [h] and [ç] do not exist in Polish and therefore, may be produced as 
[x].  

Method 

The speech materials contained read and spontaneous speech and items produced in both German 
and Polish. The read part consisted of a text (“Nordwind und Sonne”), a word list of 7 two-syllable 
words (i.e. Biene, Lehne, Däne, Sahne, Bohne, Rune, Düne) (Sendlmeier, 2016), containing German 
long vowels and 26 sentences (containing specific sounds or sound clusters judged particularly 
problematic for L2-learners). Spontaneous speech was produced as part of a map reading task, once 
in German and once in Polish. In total 4 male and 4 female speakers will be recorded.  
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Results 

Preliminary analysis of female subjects P-F01 and P-F02 showed three features consistently ob-
served: 

 Shortening of long vowels, especially /oː/  [ɔ];  also /aː/  [a], /iː/  [i] and /uː/  [u]
 Diphthongised /eː/ - produced as [eɪ] (see Fig.1)
 Progressive voice assimilation (alveolar fricatives): /sv/  [zv], /sd/  [zd], /sb/  [zb]

Features produced inconsistently:

 extra friction (similar to [x̘]) added to the /h/-phoneme
 [ɛ] instead of /ə/ and [a] instead of /ɐ/ (produced with stress, as Polish does not have syllable

reduction)
 [ɛ] instead of /eː/, [u] instead of /ʊ/ and [i] instead of /ɪ/

Further observations: 

 /r/-phoneme mainly produced correctly, occasionally incorrectly as [r].
 [x] and [ç] mainly produced correctly

German speaker    Polish speaker 

Figure 1. Spectrograms of the German word “Lehne” produced by a female German native 
speaker (left) P-F01(right). Polish only has short vowels. The German long [eː] is produced 
incorrectly as a diphthong (rising F2 indicated in blue). 
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